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Abstract 

We review and interpret recent work on inventories, emphasizing empirical and 
business cycle aspects. We begin by documenting two empirical regularities about 
inventories. The first is the well-known one that inventories move procyclically. The 
second is that inventory movements are quite persistent, even conditional on sales. 

To consider explanations for the two facts, we present a linear-quadratic model. The 
model can rationalize the two facts in a number o f  ways, but two stylized explanations 
have the virtue o f  relative simplicity and support from a number o f  papers. Both 
assume that there are persistent shocks to demand for the good in question, and that 
marginal production cost slopes up. The first explanation assumes as well that there 
are highly persistent shocks to the cost o f  production. The second assumes that there 
are strong costs of  adjusting production and a strong accelerator motive. 

Research to date, however, has not reached a consensus on whether one of  
these two, or some third, alternative provides a satisfactory explanation o f  inventory 
behavior. We suggest several directions for future research that promise to improve 
our understanding of  inventory behavior and thus o f  business cycles. 
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Introduction 

In developed countries, inventory investment typically averages less than one-half of  
one percent of  GDP, whereas fixed investment averages 15% of GDP and consumption 
two-thirds. Perhaps with these fractions in mind, macroeconomists have concentrated 
more on the study of consumption and fixed investment than on inventories. Inventories 
generally do not appear as separate variables in dynamic general equilibrium models, 
nor in exactly identified vector autoregressive models. 

It has long been known, however, that other ways of  measuring the importance 
of  inventories suggest that inventories should receive more attention, especially in 
business cycle research. Half  a century ago, Abramowitz (1950) established that US 
recessions prior to World War II tended to be periods of  inventory liquidations. Recent 
experience in the G7 countries indicates this regularity continues to hold, and not 
just for the USA. In six of  the seven G7 countries (Japan is the exception), real 
GDP fell in at least one recent year. Line 2 of  Table 1 shows that in five of  those 
six countries (the United Kingdom is now the exception), inventory investment also 
declined during the period of declining GDP, accounting in an arithmetical sense for 
anywhere 12-71% of the fall in GDE And Table 1 's use of  annual data may understate 
the inventory contribution: Table 2 indicates that for quarterly US data, the share is 49 
rather than 12% for the 1990-1991 recession, with 49 a typical figure for a post-War 
US recession. 

Such arithmetical accounting of course does not imply a causal relationship. But 
it does suggest that inventory movements contain valuable information about cyclical 
fluctuations. In this chapter, we survey and interpret recent research on inventories, 
emphasizing empirical and business cycle aspects. Among other points, we hope 
to convince the reader that inventories are a useful resource in business cycle 
analysis. They may be effective in identifying both the mechanisms of business cycle 
propagation and the sources of  business cycle shocks. 

Our chapter begins by documenting two facts about inventories. The first is the 
well-known one that inventories move procyclically. They tend to be built up in 
expansions, drawn down in contractions. The second, and not as widely appreciated, 
fact is that inventory movements are quite persistent, even conditional on sales. In 
many data sets, inventories and sales do not appear to be cointegrated, and the first- 
order autocorrelations of  supposedly stationary linear combinations of  inventories and 
sales are often around 0.9, even in annual data. 

To consider explanations for the two facts, we use a linear quadratic/flexible 
accelerator model, which is the workhorse for empirical research on inventories. In 
our model, one source of  persistence is from shocks to demand for the good being 
put in inventory - "demand" shocks. ("Demand" is in quotes because we, and the 
literature more generally, do not attempt to trace the ultimate source of such shocks; 
for example, for an intermediate good, the shocks might be driven mainly by shocks 
to the technology of the industry that uses the good in production.) But even if this 
shock has a unit root, our model yields a stationary linear combination of inventories 
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Table 1 
Arithmetical importance of inventory change in recessions of the 1990s (annual data)a 

Country Canada France West Italy Japan UK USA 
Germany 

(1) Peak year 1989 1992 1992 1992 n.a. 1990 1990 
trough year b 1991 1993 1993 1993 1992 1991 

(2) Peak-~ough change in inventory change 50 71 19 30 n.a. -0. 12 
as percentage ofpeak-to-~oughfall in GDP c 

a The figures are based on annual real data. The inventory change series is computed by deflating the 
annual nominal change in inventories in the National Income and Product Accounts by the GDP deflator; 
see the Data Appendix. 
b The trough year was found by working backwards from the present to the last year of negative real 
GDP growth in the 1990s. There were no such years in Japan. The peak year is the last preceding year 
of positive real GDP growth. 
c Computed by multiplying the following ratio by 100: 

inventory change in trough year-inventory change in peak year 
GDP in trough year-  GDP in peak year 

By construction, the denominator of this ratio is negative. A positive entry indicates that the numerator 
(the change in the inventory change) was also negative. The negative entry for the United Kingdom 
indicates that the change in the inventory change was positive. 

Table 2 
Arithmetical importance of inventory changes in post-war US recessions (quarterly data) a 

Peak quarter-trough quarter Peak-to-trough inventory change as a percentage of peak-to-trough 
fall in GDP 

1948:4-1949:2 130 

1953:2-1954:2 41 

1957:1-1958:1 21 

1960:1-1960:4 122 

1969:3-1970:1 127 

1973:4-1975:1 59 

1980:1-1980:3 45 

1981:3-1982:3 29 

1990:2-1991:1 b 49 

a The figures are based on quarterly real data. See the notes to Table 1 for additional discussion. 
b The figure for the 1990-1991 recession differs from that for the USA in Table 1 mainly because 
quarterly data were used. It also differs because in this table the inventory change is measured in 
chain weighted 1992 dollars, whereas Table 1 uses the nominal inventory change deflated by the GDP 
deflator. 
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and sales. This stationary linear combination can be considered a linear version of  
the inventory-sales ratio. We call it the inventory-sales relationship. And our second 
inventory fact is that there is persistence in this relationship. 

While the model is rich enough that there are many ways to make it explain the two 
facts, we focus on two stylized explanations that have the virtue of  relative simplicity, 
as well as empirical support from a number of  papers. Both explanations assume a 
upward sloping marginal production cost (a convex cost function). The first explanation 
also assumes that fluctuations are substantially affected by highly persistent shocks to 
the cost of production. Cost shocks will cause procyclical movement because times of 
low cost are good times to produce and build up inventory, and conversely for times of 
high cost. As well, when these shocks are highly persistent a cost shock that perturbs 
the inventory-sales relationship will take many periods to die off, and its persistence 
will be transmitted to the inventory-sales relationship. 

The second explanation assumes that there are strong costs of  adjusting production 
and a strong accelerator motive. The accelerator motive links today's inventories to 
tomorrow's expected sales, perhaps because of concerns about stockouts. Since sales 
are positively serially correlated, this will tend to cause inventories to grow and 
shrink with sales and the cycle, a point first recognized by Metzler (1941). As well, 
with strong costs of adjusting production, if a shock perturbs the inventory-sales 
relationship, return to equilibrium will be slow because firms will adjust production 
only very gradually. 

Both explanations have some empirical support. But as is often the case in empirical 
work, the evidence is mixed and ambiguous. For example, the cost shock explanation 
works best when the shocks are modelled as unobservable; observable cost shifters, 
such as real wages and interest rates, seem not to affect inventories. And the literature 
is not unanimous on the magnitude of adjustment costs. 

While the literature has not reached a consensus, it has identified mechanisms and 
forces that can explain basic characteristics of  inventory behavior and thus of the 
business cycle. We are optimistic that progress can continue to be made by building 
on results to date. Suggested directions for future research include alternative ways 
of capturing the revenue effects of  inventories (replacements for the accelerator), 
alternative cost structures and the use of price and disaggregate data. 

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 1 presents some overview information 
on the level and distribution of inventories, using data from the G7 countries, and 
focussing on the USA. We supply this information largely for completeness and to 
provide a frame of reference; the results in this section are referenced only briefly in 
the sequel. 

Section 2 introduces the main theme of our chapter (business cycle behavior of  
inventories) by discussing empirical evidence on our two facts about inventories. 
Procyclical movement is considered in Section 2.1, persistence in the inventory-sales 
relationship in Section 2.2. In these sections, we use annual data from the G7 countries 
and quarterly US data for illustration, and also summarize results from the literature. 
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Sections 3-7  develop and apply our linear quadratic/flexible accelerator model. 
Sections 3-5 present the model. Much of  the analysis in these three sections relates 
to the process followed by the inventory-sales relationship, because this process has 
not received much direct attention in existing literature. The discussion focuses on 
analytical derivations, for the most part deferring intuitive discussion about how the 
model works to Section 6. That section aims to develop intuition by presenting impulse 
responses for various configurations of  parameters. Section 7 reviews empirical 
evidence from studies using the model. 

In Section 8, we discuss extensions and alternative approaches, including models 
that put inventories directly in production and profit functions, models with fixed costs, 
and the use of  different data. Section 9 concludes. A Data Appendix describes data 
sources, and a Technical Appendix contains some technical details. 

I. Seetoral and secular behavior of inventories 

In this section we use basic national income and product account data from the 
G7 countries, and some detailed additional data from the USA, to provide a frame of 
reference for the discussion to come. As just  noted, for the most part this is background 
information that will not loom large in the sequel. 

Lines 1 (a) and 1 (b) of Table 3 present the mean  and standard deviation of the real 
annual change in economy wide inventory stocks in the G7 countries, over the last 
40 years. These were computed from the national income and product account data on 

Table 3 
Basic inventory statistics 

Canada France West Italy Japan UK USA 
Germany 

(1) Annual NIPA change in inventories, 1956 1995 a,b 

(a) Mean 2.32 37.4 12.3 12.3 2.41 1.81 23.6 

(b) Standard deviation 3.91 40.1 12.7 9.8 1.44 3.04 21.6 

(2) Reference: 1995 GDP c 721 6882 2608 1351 453 584 6066 

(3) 1995 Inventory level d 131 n.a. 411 n.a. 71 104 971 

a The inventory change series is computed by deflating the annual nominal change in inventories in the 
National Income and Product accounts by the GDP deflator; see the Data Appendix. Units for all entries 
are billions (trillions, for Italy and Japan) of units of own currency, in 1990 prices. 
b Sample periods are 1957-1994 for West Germany and 1960-1994 for Italy, not 1956-1995. 
c GDP entries for Italy and Germany are for 1994, not 1995. 
d The "level" entries for Canada, West Germany, Japan and the UK are computed by deflating the 
nominal end of year value by the GDP deflator; see the Data Appendix. The entry for the US is the 
Department of Commerce constant (chained 1992) dollar value for non-farm inventories, rescaled to 
a 1990 from a 1992 base with the GDP deflator. 
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Table 4 
Sectoral distribution of US non-farm inventories a,b 

(1) Percent of total (2) Mean (s.d.) of (3) Mean (s.d.) of 
level, 1995 change growth 

Total 100 21.4 3.5 

(22.5) (3.5) 

Manufacturing 37 7.0 2.8 

(11.6) (4.2) 

Finished goods 13 2.5 3.0 

(4.4) (4.8) 

Work in process 12 2.3 2.8 

(5.9) (6.0) 

Raw materials 12 2.2 2.6 

(5.4) (6.2) 

Trade 52 12.2 4.4 

(13.4) (4.5) 

Retail 26 5.9 4.2 

(10.3) (6.7) 

Wholesale 26 6.2 4.5 

(7.3) (4.8) 

Other 11 2.2 3.1 

(5.1) (5.8) 

a Data are in billions of chained 1992 dollars, 1959:I-1996:IV. 
b The inventory change differs from the US data on changes in Tables 17  in coverage (Tables 1-3 
include changes in farm inventories), in sample period (195%1996 here, 1956-I995 in Table 3) and in 
base year (1992 here and Table 2, 1990 in Tables 1 and 3). 

the change in aggregate inventories. See the notes to the table and the Data Appendix 
for details. 

Upon comparing line 1 (a) to line 2, we see that in all seven countries, the average 
change in inventories is small,  about one percent of  recent GDP in Italy, well less than 
that in other countries. Inventory changes are, however, reasonably volatile, with the 
standard deviation roughly as large as the mean in all seven countries. 

We have less complete data on the level (as opposed to the change) of  inventory 
stocks. Line 3 o f  Table 3 indicates that in the countries for which we have been able 
to obtain data, total inventories are about one-sixth o f  GDP. This implies a monthly 
inventory-sales  ratio o f  about 2, a value that will be familiar to those familiar with 
monthly US data. 

Table 4 has a breakdown o f  US non-farm inventories by sector. We see in column 1 
that about ha l f  o f  non-farm inventories are held by retailers and wholesalers (including 
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Fig. 1. Quarterly ratio of  nonfarm inventories to final sales. 

non-merchant wholesalers who are associated with particular manufacturers), whereas 
somewhat over a third are held by manufacturers. The remaining "other" category 
reflects holdings by a number of industries, including utilities, construction, and service 
companies. 

Like the aggregates in Table 3, investment in each of the components is positive 
on average, and has standard deviations about the same size as means. This applies 
whether one looks at arithmetic changes (column 2) or growth rates (column 3). For 
future reference, it will be useful to note that manufacturers' inventories of finished 
goods, which have received a fair amount of attention in the inventory literature, are 
only 13% of  total inventories, and are not particularly volatile. 

Figure 1 plots the ratio of  total non-farm inventories to final sales of domestic 
product. The dashed line uses real data (ratio of real inventories to real sales), the solid 
line nominal data. In the real data, the inventory series matches that in line 1 of Table 4, 
but over the longer sample 1947:I-1996:IV (Table 4 uses the 1959-1996 subsample 
because the disaggregate breakdown is not available 1947-1958.) The real ratio shows 
a run-up in the late 1960s and early 1970s, followed by a period of slight secular 
decline. At present, the ratio is modestly above its value at the start of our sample 
(0.63 vs. 0.56). It will be useful to note another fact for future reference. The figure 
suggests considerable persistence in the inventory-sales ratio, an impression borne out 
by estimates of first-order autocorrelations. These are 0.98 for the sample as whole, 
0.93 if  the autocorrelation is computed allowing for a different mean inventory-sales 
ratio for the 1947:I-1973:IV and 1974:I-1996:IV subsamples. 
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Fig. 2. Quarterly inventories and sales, 1947:1-1996:4, in billions of chained 1992 dollars. 

Readers familiar with the monthly inventory-sales ratios commonly reported in the 
US business press may be surprised at the absence of a downward secular movement. 
Such monthly ratios typically rely on nominal data. The solid line in Figure 1 
shows that the ratio of  nominal non-farm inventories to nominal sales of domestic 
product indeed shows a secular decline. Evidently, the implied deflator inventories 
has not been rising as fast as that for final sales. We do not attempt to explain the 
differences between the nominal and real series. We do note, however, the nominal 
ratio shows persistence comparable to that of  the real ratio. The estimate of the first- 
order autocorrelation of the ratio is 0.97 whether or not we allow a different mean 
inventory-sales ratio for the 1947:I-1973:IV and 1974:I-1996:IV subsamples. 

To return to the secular behavior of  the real series: we see from column 3 in Table 4 
that the rough constancy of  the overall ratio hides some heterogeneity in underlying 
components. In particular, raw materials, and to a lesser extent, work in progress, 
have been growing more slowly than the aggregate, implying a declining ratio to final 
sales. This fact was earlier documented by Hester (1994), who noted that possible 
explanations include just-in-time inventory management, outbasing of  early stages of  
manufacturing to foreign countries, and a transitory response to transitory movements 
in costs. 

In the sequel we do not attempt to explain secular patterns in inventory-sales ratios; 
see Hester (1994) for a discussion of US data, for retail as well as manufacturing, West 
(1992a) and Allen (1995) for discussions of  Japanese data. Instead we hope that the 
reader will take the message away from these tables that inventories and sales are 

positively related in the long run: they tend to rise together. This is illustrated quite 
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strikingly in Figure 2, which is a scatterplot o f  the inventory and sales data. A second 
message in the tables and the autocorrelations reported above is that while inventory 
movements are small relative to GDP, they are volati le and persistent. Characterizing 
and explaining the stochastic, and especially business cycle, behavior of  inventories is 
the subject o f  the rest o f  this chapter. 

2. Two stylized facts about inventory behavior 

Our essay focuses on the business cycle aspects o f  inventory behavior, and is oriented 
around two stylized facts: (1) inventory movements areprocyclicaL (2) the inventory-  
sales relationship is highly persistent (the inventory-sales  relationship is our term for a 
linear version o f  the inventory-sales ratio). These facts serve two purposes. First, they 
demonstrate the potential role o f  inventories in understanding economic fluctuations. 
Second, they serve as a measure by which we judge  inventory models  and, more 
generally, theories of  the business cycle. 

For each o f  the two "facts", we present illustrative evidence from annual, post- 
World War II data, for the G7 countries, as well as from quarterly post-War US data. We 
then review estimates from the literature. For the first o f  our stylized facts (procyclical 
movements),  Section 2.1.1 below presents estimates, Section 2.1.2 presents the review. 
Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 do the same for the second of  our facts (persistence in the 
inventory-sales  relationship). The remainder o f  this introductory subsection describes 
the data used in both 2.1 and 2.2. 

For the G7 countries, we continue to use the aggregate (nation-wide) change in 
inventory stocks used in previous sections, and construct a time series o f  inventory 
levels by  summing the change 1. We measure production as GDP and sales as final 
sales. The quarterly US inventory data are that used in the previous section, total 
non-farm inventory and final sales o f  domestic product  in chained 1992 dollars, and 
with sales measured at quarterly rates 2. 

1 When we summed the AH t series, we initialized with H 0 _: 0. Given the tinearity of our procedures, 
the results would be identical if we instead used the AH t series to work forwards and backwards from 
the 1995 levels reported in Table 3. The reader should be aware that when prices are not constant, a 
series constructed by our procedure of summing changes typically will differ from one that values the 
entire level of stock at current prices. Those with access to US sources can get a feel for the differences 
by comparing the inventory change that figures into GDP (used in the G7 data, and in NIPA Tables 
5.10 and 5.11) and the one implied by differencing the series for the level of the stock (used in our 
quarterly US data and NIPA Tables 5.12 and 5.13). 
2 We repeated some of our quarterly calculations using final sales of goods and structures, which differs 
from total final sales because it excludes final sales of services. There were no substantive changes in 
results. 
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All of  these measures are linked by the identity production = sales + (inventory 
investment), or 

Qt = st +AHt,  (2.1) 

where Qt is production, St are sales, and Ht is end of  period t inventories. This 
relationship holds by construction, with St being final sales. 

2.1. Procyclical inventory movements 

2.1.1. Illustrative evidence 

Procyclicality of  inventory movements can be documented in several ways. A simple 
indication that inventories move procyclically is a positive correlation between 
inventory investment and final sales. Consider the evidence in Table 5. In column 1 
we see that all the point estimates of  the correlation are positive, with a typical value 
being 0.1-0.2. 

The correlation between sales and inventory investment is related to the relative 
variances of production and sales. As in Table 5, let "var" denote variance, 
"cov" covariance. Since (2.1) implies var(Q) = var(S) + var(AH) + 2 cov(S, AH), it 
follows from the positive correlation in column 1 that var(Q)> var(S) (column 2). 
Other indications of procyclical behavior include two variance ratios robust to the 
possible presence of unit autoregressive roots. The column 3 estimates indicate that 
var(AQt)/var(ASt)> 1, the column 4 estimates that E(Q2-S2t)>O. [E(Q~-S~) is 
essentially an estimate of  var(Q)-var(S)  robust to the presence of  unit autoregressive 
roots; see the Technical Appendix.] 

To illustrate the pattern of  correlation over different short-run horizons, we present 
impulse response functions. The responses are based on a bivariate VAR in the level 
of  inventories and sales for the quarterly US data, including eight quarterly lags, a 
time trend, and breaks in the constant and trend at 1974. In accordance with this 
section's aim of  presenting relatively unstructured evidence, we present responses 
to a one standard deviation shock to the VAR disturbances themselves, and not to 
orthogonalized shocks. Figure 3 shows the responses of  inventories and sales to a 
disturbance to the sales equation, Figure 4 the responses to a disturbance to the 
inventory equation. To prevent confusion, we note that on the horizontal axis, we plot 
the pre-shock (period -1 )  values of  the variables; the shock occurs in period 0. 

Figures 3 and 4 both show a positive comovement of  inventories and sales. In 
Figure 3, by construction the contemporaneous (period 0) response of inventories is 
zero. But the 7 billion (approximately) dollar rise in sales in period 0 is followed in 
the next quarter by a 1.5 billion dollar increase in inventories. Inventories continue to 
rise for the next five quarters, even after sales turn down. Both series smoothly decline 
together. 

Figure 4 shows that after a 3 billion dollar shock to inventories, sales rise by 
nearly 2 billion dollars. Both inventories and sales subsequently show some wiggles. 
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Table 5 
Relative variability of output and final sales a-e 

V.A. Ramey and K.D. West 

Country Period (1) (2) (3) (4) 
corr(S, AH) var(Q)/var(S) var(AQ)/ 1 + [E(Q 2 - S 2)/ 

var(AS) var(AS)] 

Canada 1956 1995 0.14 1.16 1.53 1.41 

1974-1995 0.17 1.21 1.55 1.24 

France 1956 1995 0.17 1.36 1.65 1.68 

1974-1995 0.32 1.63 2.09 1.41 

West Germany 1957-1994 0.12 1.10 1.36 1.01 

1974-1994 0.13 1.08 1.27 1.03 

Italy 1960-1994 0.13 1.30 1.81 1.12 

1974-1994 0.11 1.27 1.83 1.08 

Japan 1956-1995 0.23 1.07 1.10 1.30 

1974-1995 0.51 1.15 1.08 1.12 

UK 1956-1995 0.28 1.21 1.52 1.10 

1974-1995 0.26 1.17 1.38 1.04 

USA 1956-1995 0.26 1.19 1.48 1.12 

1974-1995 0.25 1.21 1.50 0.98 

USA 1947:I-1996:IV 0.30 1.26 1.39 1.41 

1974:I-1996:IV 0.14 1.13 1.40 1.48 

a "var" denotes variance, "corr" correlation, Q = output, S = final sales, A H -  change in inventories. The 
variables are linked by the identity Q = S + AH. 
b In all but the last row, data are annual and real (1990 prices), with Q=real GDP, S=real  final sales, 
AH=real change in aggregate inventories. In the last row the data are quarterly and real (1992 prices), 
with S=final sales of domestic business goods and structures, AH=ehange in non-farm inventories, 
and Q _= S + AH. See the text and Data Appendix for sources. 
c In colmnns 1 and 2, Q and S were linearly detrended, with the full sample estimates allowing a shift in 
the constant and trend term in 1974 (1974:I in the last row); AH was defined as the difference between 
detrended Q and S. In columns 3 and 4, AQ and AS were simply demeaned, again with the full sample 
estimates allowing a shift in the mean in 1974 (1974:I). 
d In column 4, the term E(Q 2 - S  2) essentially is the difference between the variance of Q and the 
variance of S, computed in a fashion that allows for unit autoregressive roots in Q and S. See the 
Technical Appendix for further details. 
e The post-1973 sample, as well as the post-1973 shifts in the full sample estimates, were included to 
allow for the general slowdown in economic activity. 

This  s h o c k  appear s  to have  more  pe rs i s t en t  e f fec ts  t h a n  does the  sales  shock ,  w i th  

inven to r i e s  still  over  2 b i l l ion  dol lars  above  the i r  in i t ia l  level  af ter  six years.  

The  i m p o r t a n t  po in t  is tha t  b o t h  sets o f  i m p u l s e  r e sponse  func t ions  offer  the  same  

p ic ture  o f  p rocyc l i ca l  inven tor ies  as the  s ta t is t ics  in  Table  5. Thus ,  inven to r i e s  s eem 

to a m p l i f y  r a t h e r  t han  m u t e  m o v e m e n t s  in  p roduc t ion .  
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2.1.2. A survey o f  results 

As many readers no doubt are aware, similar findings have been reported for many 
though not all data sets. A brief  summary of  estimates o f  variance inequalities in 
studies using aggregate data: Fukuda and Teruyama (1988) report comparable results 
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for industrialized countries, but also conclude that by contrast in less developed 
countries GDP tends to be smoother than final sales 3. Beaulieu and Miron (1992) 
report that in manufacturing in some industrialized countries, seasonals in production 
are no less variable than those in sales. 

For US quarterly economy-wide or monthly two-digit manufacturing data, the 
pattern is as pronounced as in Table 5. This applies first of  all to demeaned or 
detrended data such as is reported in Table 5. For example, Blinder (1986a) reports 
var(Q)/var(S) > 1 for 18-20 two-digit manufacturing industries. It also applies to 
deterministic seasonals [West (1986), Miron and Zeldes (1988), Cecchetti et al. 
(1997)]: in US manufacturing, seasonal variation in production tends to be larger than 
seasonal variation in sales 4. 

Finally, for both deterministic and stochastic terms, studies that have taken sampling 
error into account sometimes but not always find it quite unlikely that sampling error 
alone accounts for the lack o f  evidence production smoothing [West (1986, 1990b)]. 

Does aggregation substantially account for the lack of  production smoothing 
evident in these studies, either because o f  measurement error in aggregate data sets, 
or heterogeneity across firms? Probably not. It has been argued persuasively that 
disaggregate data measured in physical units are more accurate than the aggregate data 
used in most studies [see Fair (1989), Krane and Braun (1991), and Ramey (1991)] 5 
But as summarized below, studies with disaggregate data still find production more 
variable than sales in many cases. 

For evaluation of  the effects o f  firm heterogeneity, analytical arguments are not 
particularly helpful. I f  var(Q) > var(S) for a single firm, the inequality may be shown 
analytically to apply to an aggregate o f  firms if  each individual firm solves a 
linear quadratic problem such as the one presented below with identical parameters, 
regardless o f  the correlation o f  demand shocks across firms [West (1983)]. But if  
the cost functions are different for different firms, analytical results appear not to 
be available. Lai (1991) and Krane (1994) show by example that aggregate variance 
ratios might differ substantially from individual firm ratios. And even if  we assume 
identical parameters across firms, which as just noted implies that var(Q)/var(S)<~ 1 in 
the aggregate, this aggregate ratio may be larger (or smaller) than that o f  individual 
firms, with the direction o f  the bias depending on the correlation across firms of  
demand shocks. 

So to consider possible biases from aggregation we must turn from analytical to 
empirical studies of  data disaggregated to the firm or perhaps physical product level. 

3 So far as we know, there have been no systematic attempts to explain this finding. It is possible that 
measurement error plays a large role. 
4 Carpenter and Levy (1998) report a related finding: for manufacturing, the spectra of inventory 
investment and production show very high coherence at seasonal frequencies. 
5 And the G7 data that we use for illustration are among the worst measured. In some countries, the 
change in inventories apparently is constructed at least initially as the difference between product and 
income estimates of GDP, and thus includes the statistical discrepancy. See West (1990a). 
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The disaggregate picture is broadly similar though less striking than the aggregate one, 
at least in the relatively well-studied USA. Production smoothing is markedly absent in 
the automobile industry [Blanchard (1983), Kashyap and Wilcox (1993)]. But Krane 
and Braun (1991) found production is less variable than sales in about two thirds of  
a set of 38 physical products. Finally, Schuh (1996) found deseasonalized production 
less variable than deseasonalized sales in only one fourth of 700 manufacturing firms; 
deterministic seasonals in production were less variable than those in sales in about 
half the firms. For the deseasonalized data, Schuh reports that the median ratio of  
production to sales variance was about 1.1, which is consistent with the US figure 
reported in column 2 of  Table 5. 

2.2. Persistent movements in the inventory-sales relationship 

Our second stylized fact is that the inventory-sales relationship is highly persistent. 
While there may be a steady state linear relationship between inventories and sales, 
movement towards that steady state is very slow. This characteristic may be more 
recognizable to inventory experts if it is stated as a "slow speed of  adjustment"; a link 
between persistence in the inventory-sales relationship and the speed of adjustment is 
demonstrated formally in Sections 4 and 5 below. Section 2.2.1 illustrates this with the 
annual G7 and quarterly US data used above, Section 2.2.2 documents it with citations 
to various papers. 

2.2.1. Illustrative evidence 

To illustrate persistence, we use a standard technique described in the Technical 
Appendix to attempt to find a stationary relationship between the levels of inventories 

and sales. This yields Ht - ~OSt for a parameter 0 estimated from the data. Those 
familiar with the literature on cointegration will recognize Ht - OSt as the (estimated) 
error-correction term if  inventories and sales have unit autoregressive roots and are 

cointegrated. We refer to H t  - OSt as the inventory-sales relationship, sinee it is a 
generalized linear version of the inventory-sales ratio. More precise terminology for 
this variable is "deviation from the long-run inventory-sales relationship." In our view, 
the disadvantages of the length of this term outweigh the advantages of being more 
precise. 

After obtaining 0, we estimate the first two autocorrelations in the putatively 

stationary variable Ht - "OSt, to gauge the extent of persistence in the relationship. We 
emphasize that our aim is merely to document quickly evidence of  high persistence, 
not to work towards a complete time series model, nor even to endorse the use of unit 
roots as a modeling device; among other tasks, the latter would require testing for unit 
roots in Ht and St, perhaps allowing for a one-time shift in mean in 1974, and so on. 
Rather, this is a way of organizing facts and theories about inventories that has some 
rough plausibility for a wide range of data. 
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Table 6 
Persistence in stationary linear combinations of inventories and sales a,b 

Country Period (1) Estimate of cointegrating (2) First two autocorrelations 

parameter 0 of H t - OS t 

Canada 1956-1995 0.16 0.92 0.82 

France 1956-1995 0.31 0.95 0.89 

West Germany 1957 1994 0.27 0.93 0.82 

Italy 1960 1994 0.45 0.88 0.80 

Japan 1956-1995 0.22 0.97 0.91 

UK 1956-1995 0.20 0.95 0.87 

USA 1956-1995 0.24 0.88 0.82 

USA 1947:I-1996:IV 0.68 0.94 0.88 

USA 1947:~1996:IV, 1.12 0.95 0.90 
H and S in logs 

a See notes to Table 5 for description of data and variable definitions. 
b In the inventory-sales relationship H t - O S t ,  the estimate 0 is obtained with the Stock and Watson 
(1993) procedure to estimate a cointegrating vector. Details are in the Technical Appendix. If the 
inventory and sales series have unit autoregressive roots, the adjective "stationary" used in the title to this 
table applies only if the inventory and sales series in fact are cointegrated, and then only asymptotically. 

Table  6 p resen t s  results .  The  Techn ica l  A p p e n d i x  desc r ibes  c o m p u t a t i o n a l  detai ls .  

C o l u m n s  1 a n d  2 p re sen t  the  e s t ima tes  o f  0 a n d  the  first two au toco r r e l a t i ons  o f  

H t  - OSt. In  c o l u m n  1, the  es t imates  o f  0 are al l  pos i t ive ,  sugges t ing  tha t  inven to r i e s  

and  sales  m o v e  toge ther  pos i t ive ly  in the  long  r u n  6. B u t  even  i f  th is  is the  case ,  the  

resul t  t ha t  we w i s h  to e m p h a s i z e  is in  c o l u m n  2: al l  o f  the  f i rs t -order  au toco r re l a t i ons  

are above  0.8. There  is o f  course  a d o w n w a r d  b ias  in  es t imates  o f  au toco r r e l a t i ons  

near  1, a n d  a n  add i t iona l  b ia s  i m p a r t e d  b y  t ime  a g g r e g a t i o n  (recal l  tha t  the  da ta  are 

annua l  or  quar te r ly  r a the r  t h a n  mon th ly ) .  The  c o l u m n  2 es t imates  thus  s u g g es t  tha t  

m e a n  r e v e r s i o n  takes  p lace  qui te  s lowly  7. 

6 The technique used is not invariant to normalization. For the annual data, we re-estimated with 
S t on the left instead of H t. Positive estimates of (1/0) resulted. On the other hand, if time trends are 
included, negative estimates of 0 result for 4 of the 7 annual data sets. 
7 Consistent with the high autocorrelation, the null of no cointegration cannot be rejected at the 5% level 
in three of the seven annual data sets (Canada, Japan, USA), nor in the quarterly US data. This suggests 
that for these three countries an appropriate model might be one in which there is no steady-state linear 
relation between inventories and sales. As we shall see, the model to be presented rationalizes such lack 
of a steady state with unit root cost shocks. When we quickly investigated the extent to which a one- 
time change in regime in 1974 could account for the persistence, we got mixed results. With post-1974 
annual data, the autocorrelations fell; what is perhaps notable is that in one case (the USA) the fall was 
dramatic, to 0.28 (vs. the 0.88 reported in Table 6). Next, using the quarterly data, we re-estimated using 
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Fig. 5. Response to sales equation shock, quarterly VAR. 

We note that this genera l iza t ion  applies when  we use  logs instead o f  levels o f  

inventories  and sales (last row o f  the table). We noted above that the inventory-sa les  

ratio displays h igh  autocorrelat ions.  The upshot  o f  the last row is that t ransforming 

to logs, and a l lowing 0 ¢ 1 - that is, consider ing not log(Hi~St) but  log(Ht/S °) for a 

freely es t imated 0 - still suggests  considerable  pers is tence  8. 

To illustrate the pers is tence f rom a different perspect ive ,  Figures  5 and 6 depict  the 

response  o f  sales and the inven tory-sa les  relat ionship to shocks, us ing  the same V A R  

es t imated for Figures  3 and 4. The sales responses  are ident ical  to those in Figures 

the whole sample but allowing for different means in the 1947:I-1973:IV and 1974:I-1996:IV sample. 
This reduced the estimate only slightly, to 0.89 and 0.94 (vs. the 0.94 and 0.95 values in Table 6). 
Rossana (1998) carefully investigates the question of stability in two-digit US data. He finds evidence 
of instability, and lack of cointegration within subsamples. 
s Now seems an appropriate time to comment on the use of logs versus levels of the data, in response to 
comments by two of the readers of an earlier version of this paper. Much empirical work in inventories, 
and a distinct majority of work using intertemporal dynamic models, has relied on levels rather than 
logarithms of the variables in question. We follow that convention in most of this paper. Working in 
levels has the advantage of preserving the identity that links inventories, production and sales [see 
Equation (2.1)]. In addition, inventory investment, as reported by the National Income and Product 
Accounts, is defined as the change in the level of inventories, and is frequently negative, which further 
discourages the use of logarithms. In a few cases, such as in the last row of Table 6, we do use logarithms. 
That little turns on levels versus logs is suggested by the similarity of the results in the last two rows 
in Table 6, and, more generally of the review of the literature that we are about to present: flexible 
accelerator studies typically use data in logs, while linear quadratic studies typically use levels. Both 
find great persistence. 
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Fig. 6. Response to inventory equation shock, quarterly VAR. 

3 and 4. The inventory-sales relationship is computed using the estimated value of 
= 0.68 from Table 6 to form a linear combination of  the impulse response functions 

for sales and inventories. 
In response to a positive one standard deviation shock to the sales equation, 

inventories rise, but less rapidly than do sales (see Figure 3). This induces the fall in 
the inventory-sales relationship depicted in Figure 5. Eventually, inventories build up 
more rapidly, leading to overshooting and an increase relative to the initial position. 
Since both inventories and sales are close to their pre-shock values after six years 
(see Figure 3), the inventory relationship returns as well, as Figure 5 shows. By 
contrast, a shock to the inventory equation leads to a complicated pattern displaying 
more persistence. The inventory-sales relationship rises initially by construction, and 
then declines erratically for eight quarters before briefly rising again and then slowly 
decaying. At the end of six years, a return to the pre-shock value is not evident: 
these unrestricted VAR estimates suggest great persistence in the inventory-sales 
relationship. 

2.2.2. A suruey o f  results 

Table 6 and Figures 5 and 6 suggest that there is little mean reversion in economy- 
wide inventory-sales relationships. Congruent evidence comes from two sources, 
unstructured tests such as in Table 6, and structural estimates of what is called a "speed 
of adjustment". 

Consider first the unstructured tests. Using quarterly economy-wide data, West 
(1990b, 1992b) cannot reject the null of no cointegration for the USA and for 
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Japan. Using monthly US data, Granger and Lee (1989) find only mild evidence 
for cointegration in monthly two-digit manufacturing and trade series; fewer than a 
third of  their 27 data sets reject the null of  no cointegration at the 5% level, and the 
median first-order autocorrelation of the putatively stationary linear combination of  
inventories and sales is about 0.99. Rossana (1993, 1998) uses similar data and allows 
a vector of cost variables Wt  to enter the cointegrating relationship. He uses regression 
techniques to search for a combination H t  - OSt - otI Wt  that is stationary. Wt is defined 
to include real wages, real materials prices, nominal interest rates and inflation. In the 
end, however, he finds mixed evidence of cointegration across H t ,  St and Wt.  (He does 
not report autocorrelations of  stationary linear combinations.) 

In addition, a large literature has used structural inventory models to estimate the 
"speed of adjustment". We shall describe such models below. For the moment, what 
is relevant is that under conditions described below, a slow speed of  adjustment is 
equivalent to persistence in the inventory-sales relationship. 

Let p be the largest autoregressive in H t  - OSt, or H t  - OSt - ct~Wt, with the latter 
variable the relevant one if, as in the Rossana (1993, 1998) papers cited above, a vector 
of  cost variables is entered into the cointegrating relationship. The large empirical 
literature has estimated inventory equations, with results implying that ~ is near 1. 
A typical value in quarterly data is around 0.8-0.95. 

The following are some examples. Using quarterly economy-wide data for some 
industrialized countries, Wilkinson (1989) found ~ -  0.75-1.0, with Wt including 
one or more of: sales shocks, inflation, wages, raw materials prices and capacity 
utilization. Similar results have repeatedly been found using monthly or quarterly US 
manufacturing data. Examples include Maccini and Rossana (1981), Blinder (1986b), 
and Haltiwanger and Maccini (1989). In these papers, Wt included one or more of: 
factor prices such as wages, raw materials prices and real and nominal interest rates, 
other factors of  production such as labor, and sales expectational errors. 

Does aggregation across heterogeneous firms substantially account for this high 
serial correlation? We are not aware of analytical arguments establishing genera] 
conditions under which aggregate estimates of p will be higher than typical firm- 
specific estimates, though no doubt such arguments could be constructed. Simulations 
in Lovell (1993) and a limited amount of empirical evidence suggests that aggregation 
does impart a bias. Schuh (1996) reports that for monthly data for 700 manufacturing 
firms, the median estimate of  p is about 0.6 (Wt includes a real interest rate); for 
quarterly data for some publicly owned firms, and with Wt including measures of  
credit conditions, ~ is reported to be about 0.6-0.8 by Carpenter et al. (1994, 1998), 
although a somewhat higher value of about 0.9 is found by Kashyap et al. (1994)10 

9 The autocorrelation was computed from the Durbin-Watson statistic reported in the last column of 
Table II in Granger and Lee, using 2(1 -~)  = d.w. 
10 A small literature has discussed how estimation ofp is affected when the decision interval for firms 
is smaller than the sampling interval of the data [Christiano and Eichenbaum (1989), Jorda (1997)]. 
Such time aggregation does not appear capable of explaining the high persistence. 
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Of course, tests for cointegration have notoriously low power. And there is 
heterogeneity of  estimates o f p  implied by the flexible accelerator literature. But these 
results suggest that there is little evidence that mean reversion of Ht  - OSt towards its 
mean takes place rapidly, and considerable evidence of  persistence. To interpret such 
persistence, as well as the procyclical behavior discussed in the previous section, we 
now present a standard inventory model. 

3. Linear quadratic models 

3.1. Introduction 

The linear quadratic inventory model dates back to Holt et al. (1960). Although this 
book is written in an operations research style that suggests that its main aim was to 
provide practical advice to managers, it may still be profitably reviewed by economists 
interested in inventory behavior. In fact, Holt et al. (1960) develop models more general 
than those in many of the applications we review here: they allow for stockout costs, 
order backlogs, and stochastic variation in costs. 

Early uses of  a linear quadratic model to interpret macro data include Childs 
(1967) and Belsley (1969). Tools developed in the 1970s and 1980s to estimate and 
interpret decision rules and first-order conditions from rational expectations models 
[e.g., Hansen and Sargent (1980), Hansen and Singleton (1982)] were subsequently 
used by many authors to estimate one or another version of the model. Some papers 
used aggregate data (sometimes economy wide, sometimes at the two-digit level); some 
used data at the level of  individual firms or physical products. 

It is this more recent literature that we review in this and the next four sections. 
The focus of  this literature, and of our discussion, is on how production parameters 
and constraints influence the intertemporal interaction between production, sales and 
inventories. While different papers of  course vary in the details of  the model, there is 
sufficient commonality that the model presented in Section 3.2 may fairly be described 
as representative. Section 3.3 derives a first-order condition. Section 3.4 discusses 
whether the model is applicable to a wide range of  inventories. 

Table 7 lists notation, and may be a useful reference in this and subsequent sections. 

3.2. A model 

We assume that a firm maximizes the present value of  future cash flows. In macro 
applications this will be a representative firm. In the formal statement of  the model 
about to be given, we omit constant, linear and trend terms for notational simplicity. 
Earlier work provides tediously detailed treatment of  such terms, allowing for trends 
that are either arithmetic [West (1983)] or geometric [working paper versions of  West 
(1988, 1990b)]. 
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Table 7 
Variable and parameter definitions a 

883 

A. Definitions of basic variables 

H t inventories at end of  period t 

H t - H  i stationary linear combination o f  l i t ,  S t and W t when Udt and W t have 
unit autoregressive roots, but Uct does not; H t - H i = H t - ( O S t + aI W t ) 

H t -- OS t inventory-sales relationship 

Qt production in period t 

S t sales in period t 

Uct cost shifters, Uct = ~ Wt  + uct 

uct cost shock, unobservable to the economist 

Udt demand shock, unobservable to the economist 

W t  vector of observable cost shifters 

B. Definitions of basic parameters 

Mnemonic Description Section b 

a 0 cost o f  changing production 3.2 

a 1 cost o f  production 3.2 

a 2 inventory holding cost 3.2 

a 3 accelerator term for inventories 3.2 

b discount factor 3.2 

g inverse of slope of  demand curve 4.2 

a a =- (ba2)  ~(1-  b )a ,  coefficient vector on W t in H ;  3.3 

coefficient vector on Wt in Uct 3.2 

0c AR(1) coefficient of  Uct , uct = 0cUct_l + ect 4.2 

0d AR(1) coefficient of  Udt,  Udt =0dUdt-I +edt 4.2 

qSw AR(1) matrix of  coefficients of  Wt,  Wt  = ~ w  Wt 1 + ewt 4.2 

0 =a  3 [al(1-b) /ba2]  , coefficient on S t in H i 3.3 

:~H an autoregressive root in H t - H  i when a 0 - 0  4.2 

:v t, :v 2 two autoregressive roots in H a H T when a 0 ~ 0 4.3 

a All variables and parameters are scalars, with the exceptions of  ewt, Wt,  a ,  ~t and q~w. The variables 
in panel A are introduced in Section 3.2. 
b Section where parameter is introduced. 

W e  u s e  the  f o l l o w i n g  n o t a t i o n :  P t  is rea l  p r i c e  (say, r a t io  o f  o u t p u t  p r i c e  to  the  w a g e ) ,  

S t  rea l  sa les ,  Q t  real  p r o d u c t i o n ,  H t  rea l  e n d  o f  p e r i o d  i n v e n t o r i e s ,  Ca real  p e r i o d  

cos t s ,  b a d i s c o u n t  fac tor ,  0 ~< b < 1, a n d  E t  m a t h e m a t i c a l  e x p e c t a t i o n s  c o n d i t i o n a l  o n  
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information known at time t, assumed equivalent to linear projections. The objective 
function is 

T 

max l i m r ~  Et Z bj(Pt +ySt +j - Ct +j) 

j -o  (3.1) 
to ~ Ct = 0.5a0AQ 2 + 0.5alQ 2 + 0.5a2(Ht-i - a3St) 2 + Uc tQt ,  

subject 
( Qt = St + He - He 1. 

The scalar Uct is a cost shock, and, as discussed below, may depend on both observable 
and unobservable variables. The term Pt +jSt +j is revenue. The analysis in this section 
does not depend on specification of demand or market structure, so we defer discussion 
of  P t  +jS t  +j until the next section. 

The cost function Ct allows two possible roles for inventories. One is a production 
smoothing role, in which inventories facilitate intertemporal allocation of production. 
(N.B.: in much of the inventory literature, the phrase "production smoothing" 
references smoothing from demand shocks; we use it to reference smoothing from 
cost shocks as well.) This role is reflected in the terms in AQ 2 and Q2. The second 
role is a revenue role, in which inventories allow a firm to satisfy demand that cannot 
be backlogged. This role is reflected in the " a 3 S t "  term in (Ht-1 - a3St)2;  (He 1 - a 3 S t )  2 

induces an accelerator motive. In our discussion of  these terms, we assume for the 
moment that a~ and a2 are positive, ao and a3 nonnegative. 

The first production smoothing term, aoAQ2t, captures increasing costs of  changing 
production and of production. This represents, for example, hiring and firing costs. 
Not all authors include this term, and, as discussed in Section 7, some empirical tests 
find estimates of  ao insignificantly different from zero. 

The second production smoothing term, a~Q 2, reflects costs of  production. It can 
be interpreted as the second order term in a quadratic approximation to an arbitrary 
convex cost function associated with a decreasing returns to scale technology. In data 
with trends, this approximation would likely be around a growth path. (Recall that 
constant and trend terms are omitted for notational simplicity.) 

The accelerator term a 2 ( n t - 1 - a 3 S t )  2 embodies inventory holding and backlog 
costs. Consider first when a3 = 0, so that the term becomes a2H2t 1. Then this can 
be interpreted as the second order term in a quadratic approximation to an arbitrary 
convex inventory holding cost function. When a3 ~ 0, the term is intended to reflect 
backlog (stockout) and batch as well as inventory holding costs, and thus captures a 
revenue-related motive for holding inventories. Stockout costs arise when sales exceed 
the stock on hand, perhaps entailing lost sales, perhaps entailing delayed payment if  
orders instead are backlogged. Batch costs vary inversely with the stock of inventories, 
since fewer production runs and larger lot sizes imply larger inventory levels on 
average. 

Ceteris paribus, the higher the stock of  inventories, the less likely is a stockout and 
the lower are stockout costs. As well, higher stocks result when the number of  batches 
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falls, since lot sizes rise. On the other hand, higher stocks entail higher inventory 
holding costs. This quadratic term approximates the tradeoff between the two costs, 
with a3 rising as stockout costs rise relative to backlog costs. Holt et al.'s (1960) formal 
derivation o f  this time invariant approximation to this inherently nonlinear, and time- 
varying, cost is presented in Section 8. Note in any case that in many applications, 
inventories are strictly positive and large relative to sales in all time periods, perhaps 
in some data sets because o f  aggregation over heterogeneous firms. So in such data, 
careful treatment of  nonlinearity may have limited empirical payoff. Section 8 below 
discusses alternative approaches. 

The final term in the cost function is UotQt. This captures exogenous stochastic 
variation in costs. (We omit terms of  the form cost shock x AQt  and cost shock × H t  

to avoid needless algebraic complications.) In some applications Uct = 0 and this shock 
is absent [West (1986)]; in others it is not observed by the economist and follows an 
exogenous process [Eichenbaum (1989)]; in still others it has both observable and 
unobservable components [Ramey (1991)]. To cover all three cases, we write 

Uct = a '  W t  + Uct. (3.2) 

In (3.2), Wt is a vector o f  observable components; uot is unobservable to the economist 
and follows an exogenous process. In one or another paper, Wt includes variables such 
as real wages, materials prices and real and nominal interest rates. I f  there are no such 
components, Wt  - 0; if  cost shocks are entirely absent, Uct =- 0 as well. For convenience 
we refer to uct as a "shock", even though it may be serially correlated and partially or 
fully observable. 

3.3. A f irs t-order condition 

An optimizing firm will not expect to increase cash flow by producing one more 
unit this period, putting the unit in inventory, and decreasing production by one unit 
next period, all the while holding revenue constant. Formally, upon differentiating the 
objective function (3.1) with respect to H t  we obtain 11 

E t [a0 (AQ, - 2bAQt +1 + b 2zxQt+2 ) + a l (Qt  - bQt+ l) + ba2 (Ht - a3 S,+ 1) + Uct b Uct+ i ] = O. 

(3.3) 
For discussion of  the second of  our stylized facts (persistence in the inventory-sales 

relationship), it will be helpful to note a low frequency implication o f  Equation (3.3), 
namely, that inventories and sales are cointegrated if St is I(1) and Uct is I(0). [Here, 

11 The first-order condition derived assuming that [O(pt+jSt+j) /OHt]-  O. This assumption is not 
particularly appealing, since a 3 > 0 is motivated in part by stockout costs, and presumably increases 
in H t will decrease stockouts and increase revenues (increase p,St). As noted above, our modeling of 
stockout costs is crude but given data constraints in some applications the gains from more sophisticated 
treatments perhaps are small. See Section 8 below for alternative treatments. 
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we use standard time series notation: a variable that is integrated o f  order 0 - I(0), 
for short - is one that is covariance stationary, with a spectrum that is finite and 
strictly positive at all frequencies. An "integrated" variable - I(1), for short - is one 
whose arithmetic difference is I(0). I(1)  variables are sometimes called "difference 
stationary", or as having unit autoregressive roots (a term that we used in Section 2).] 

To see the cointegration result, write the term in brackets in Equation (3.3) as xt+2, 

so that (3.3) is Etxt+2 = 0. I f  we replace expectations with realizations, we can write 

Xt+2 = ~ t+2 ,  tlt+2 ~ (Xt+2 --  Etxt+2) ~ I(0).  (3.4) 

Note that even if  some or all o f  the variables that comprise xt+2 are integrated, ~t+2 will 
still be stationary. Kashyap and Wilcox (1993) observe that xt+2 may be rewritten 

Xt+2 = ao( AQt  - 2bAQt+l + b2 AQt+2) - ba l (AHt+l  + Agt+l) + all'r-It 

- a2a3ASt+l - ba2OASt+l + ba2(Ht - OSt) + Uct - bEtUct+b (3.5) 
al(1 - b )  

O ~ a  3 
ba2 

Suppose U c t ~ I ( O )  but H t ,  S t ~ I ( 1 ) .  Then A H t ~ I ( O )  and A Q t ~ I ( O ) ,  and Equa- 
tion (3.4) (stationarity o f  xt+2) requires H t - O S t - I ( O ) :  inventories and sales are 
cointegrated with cointegrating parameter 0. 

We focus on St ~I(1)  for concreteness and empirical relevance, but it is worth noting 
that 0 is still economically interpretable in other cases. I f  St and Uct are both I(0), then 
O = E H t / E S t  is the inventory sales ratio evaluated at steady state values o f  St and Hr. 

(Recall that we have omitted deterministic terms for notational simplicity.) I f  St and 
H t  have deterministic drift (EASt  ~ 0) - which is consistent with Uct either I(0)  or 
I(1), and St either I(1) or I(0) around trend 12 _ then O = E A H t / E A S t .  

Suppose there are observable cost shifters. I f  Uct = ~ l W t + u c t  with W t ~ I ( O )  

or W t ~ I ( 1 )  [see Equation (3.2)] then from similar logic Uct~[(O) ~ H t - O S t +  

(ba2) 1(1 - b ) ' a I W t  z H t - O S t - o f f W t  =- H t - H  t ~ I(0): after controlling for 
possibly nonstationary observable cost shifters, inventories and sales are cointegrated. 
(Once again, OSt + a ~ Wt  remains economically interpretable under other conditions on 
presence or absence o f  unit roots.) 

We summarize the preceding two paragraphs as follows: if  St HI(l ) ,  

H t  - H t  ~ I(0), 

1 - b  
Uot ~ I(O) ~ H t = OSt, O = a3 - al - -  

ba2 ' (3.6) 
l - b _  

Uct ~ I(O) =~ H t - OSt + a ' W t ,  a =_ - - a .  
ba2 

Observe that this result does not require parametrization of  the demand curve, or 
specification o f  market structure. Rossana (1995, 1998) assumes exogenous revenue 

12 A variable xt is 1(0) around trend if Ex t = m o + m lt for some m l ~ 0 and xt -Ex~ = I(0). Such variables 
are sometimes called trend stationary. 
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and uses the resulting decision rule to provide a complementary proof  that Uct ~ I(O) 

[Uct ~I(0)]  implies cointegration between H t  and St (between Ht ,  St and Wt). 

3.4. Whose inoentories? 

The preceding description o f  the model suggests that manufacturers '  inventories o f  
finished goods are a natural area for applying the model. Indeed, a large fraction of  
the inventory literature focuses on manufacturers '  finished goods inventories, often in 
six two-digit industries that are known as "production to stock". 13 To some, in fact, 
the model is not a particularly attractive one for studying any other types of  inventories 
[e.g., Blinder and Maccini (1991)]. 

In connection with our discussion of  Table 4's sectoral breakdown o f  US inventories, 
however, we noted that manufacturers '  inventories of  finished goods are a small and not 
particularly volatile component  of  total inventories. If, indeed, the model is applicable 
only to finished goods inventories, then it has limited relevance for aggregate inventory 
fluctuations. We conclude this section by briefly noting that this arguably constitutes 
an unadvisedly narrow reading of  the model. 

First, works in progress inventories apparently function as a buffer in many 
industries, particularly ones that are production to order [West (1988)], and thus fit 
naturally into the model. More importantly, however, it is possible that an invisible 
hand causes a large aggregate to solve an optimization problem such as (3.1), using 
transactions not explicitly modeled in Equation (3.1) to do so. This point was first 
made by Blanchard (1983), who combined data from the production and retail sectors 
of  the auto industry, modell ing explicitly the transactions between the two sectors, 
and showed that the industry as a whole solved an optimization problem such as (3.1). 
This is an illustration of  the equivalence between a social planning and a decentralized 
equilibrium, which is well known to occur under general circumstances. 

We are therefore sympathetic to the view that there has been too strong a focus on 
manufacturers '  inventories o f  finished goods. But we feel the implication may be not 
that the model is of  limited relevance, but that it, or related models that capture similar 
forces, should be applied more  widely. 

4. Decis ion rule 

4.1. Introduction 

Section 4.2 briefly reviews alternative treatments of  demand, and solves for a decision 
rule under a simple specification. Section 4.3 derives the process followed by the 

13 "Production to stock" industries are ones that typically sell finished goods off the shelf. By contrast, 
"production to order" industries are ones that maintain order backlogs, often deferring final assembly 
until orders are in hand. See Abramowitz (1950) and Belsley (1969). 
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inventory-sales relationship, and may be skipped without loss of  continuity. Section 4.4 
summarizes the implications of  Section 4.3 for persistence in the inventory-sales 
relationship. We present a detailed treatment o f  the inventory-sales relationship 
because this process has not received much direct attention in existing literature. 
Discussions o f  procyclicality in subsequent sections will cite analytical results in 
existing literature. 

4.2. Derioation of  decision rule 

Derivation o f  a decision rule requires specification o f  revenue because current and 
expected sales and output appear in the first-order conditions. We begin by reviewing 
some alternatives. We then work through in detail a specification that is relatively 
tractable. 

In some applications, sales is taken as exogenous, with cost minimization (i.e., 
minEt  }--~/~0 bJCt+j) the objective 14. Examples include Holt et al. (1960), Belsley 
(1969) and Blanchard (1983). The use o f  this assumption in industry-wide data is 
valid only i f  the demand curve facing the industry is vertical. 

In other applications, an industry equilibrium is analyzed, and a linear demand curve 
is specified [e.g., Eichenbaum (1984)]. We write such a demand curve in inverse form 
a s  

Pt = -gSt  + g[ f  dt ~ -gSt  + Udt. (4.1) 

In (4.1), Udt and Udt are stochastic. The demand curve is written in this form so 
that exogenous sales is a special case of  Equation (4.1), implemented by letting the 
parameter g --+ oo and specifying ~rdt a s  exogenous; with g ---+ oo, St = Udt. In 
practice, one needs to allow for serial correlation in Udt. In principle one might want 
to rationalize such serial correlation with (say) costs o f  adjustment on the part  of  
purchasers, or with observable shifters o f  the demand curve [West (1992b)]. But since 
the model focuses on production, and, moreover, is typically not used to study the 
effects o f  a hypothetical intervention or change in regime, taking such serial correlation 
as exogenous is a useful simplification that will be maintained here. 

Finally, Christiano and Eichenbaum (1989) and West (1990b), building on Sargent 
(1979, ch. XVI)  derive the linear demand curve (4.1) in general equilibrium. Both 
papers assume a representative consumer whose per  period utility is quadratic in St 
and linear in leisure. The disturbance Udt is a shock to the consumer's utility. There is 
no capital; the only means o f  storage is inventories. See the cited papers for detail. 

14 TO prevent confusion, we note that the first-order condition (3.3) also results if one assumes cost 
minimization. So if one aims to use condition (3.3) to estimate model parameters, one can motivate the 
equation by reference to cost minimization without taking a stand on the how revenue is determined 
(apart from the caveat stated in Footnote 11). 
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Here, we do not derive Equation (4.1) in general equilibrium but take (4.1) as given. 
We do not attempt to trace the demand shock back to preferences or other primitive 
sources. We therefore caution the reader that despite the label "demand", Udt should 
not be thought of  as literally a nominal or monetary shock, since it (like all our 
variables) is real. As well, one can imagine scenarios in which Udt reflects forces 
typically thought of as supply side. I f  the good in question is an intermediate one, for 
example, one can imagine that shocks to the technology of  the industry that produces 
the good dominate the movement of Uat. 

Whatever the interpretation of Udt, we derive an industry equilibrium assuming a 
representative firm. Even so, to obtain a decision rule, we must be specific about market 
structure and the structure of  the demand and cost shocks. We assume here that the 
market is perfectly competitive, and normalize the number of firms to one. I f  the firm 
is a monopolist, the reduced form is identical, but with a certain parameter being the 
slope of the marginal revenue curve rather than the slope of the demand curve. 

We assume that Wt, Udt and Uct follow exogenous AR processes, possibly with 
unit autoregressive roots. By "exogenous" we mean "predictions of  Wt, Udt and uot 
conditional on lagged Ws, Uas and uos are identical to those conditional on lagged 
Ws, Uds, uos, and industry-wide Hs  and Ss: Wt, Uat and uot are not Granger-caused 
by industry-wide Ht or St". (Of course in general equilibrium, such exogeneity of Wt 
is doubtful.) 

Finally, for notational simplicity, and to make contact with the literature on the 
"speed of adjustment" (see the next section), we tentatively assume that 

a0 = 0. (4.2) 

This assumption is arguably not a good one empirically, and we will relax it below. 
Under the assumption of  perfect competition, there are two equivalent methods for 

deriving the decision rules for inventories and sales. The first method, which studies the 
decentralized optimization problem, derives the individual firm's first-order conditions 
and then incorporates those into the industry equilibrium. The second method, which 
uses a social planning approach, derives the first-order conditions for the social planner 
problem and obtains decision rules for those. Both methods yield identical answers. 

We exposit here the decentralized method, and present in the Technical Appendix 
the social planner approach. With a0 = O, the first-order condition for sales St for the 
representative firm is 

Pt - Et[alQt - a2a3(Ht-i - a3St) + Uct] = O. (4.3) 

In the absence of inventories, this would simply tell our competitive firm to 
set marginal revenue Pt equal to marginal cost a lQt+Uc t .  The additional term 
aaa3(Ht 1 - a3St) is the effect on inventory holding costs of  an additional unit produced 
for sale. 

Upon using Pt = - g S t  + Udt in Equation (4.3) and Qt =St + A H t  in Equation (4.3) 
and the inventory first-order condition (3.3), we obtain a pair of  linear stochastic 
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difference equations in Ht and St. This two equation system is solved in the Technical 
Appendix. The resulting decision rule is 

Ht = YgHHt-1 + distributed lag on uct, Udt and Wt, (4.4a) 

St = ~sHt 1 + a different distributed lag on uct, Udt and Wt. (4.4b) 

In (4.4a), srH is the root to a certain quadratic equation, ]~H[ < 1. Both ~ / a n d  ~s 
depend on b, g, al, a2 and a3. (Note two differences from the relatively well-understood 
case of exogenous sales. Even when as, a2 > 0, i f g  < oc: (a) it is in principle possible 
to have :v~ ~< 0, and (b) the accelerator coefficient a3 affects ~/t.) The distributed 
lag coefficients on Uct, Udt and Wt depend on b, g, al, a2 and a3 as well as the 
autoregressive parameters governing the evolution of  the uct, Udt and Wt. In the 
empirically relevant case of z~H > 0, ~H increases with marginal production costs al 
and decreases with marginal inventory holding costs a2. The signs of OJvH/Oa3 and 
OYfH/Og a r e  ambiguous. 

The solution when revenue is exogenous (g --+ c~) is obtained by replac~g Udt 
with gUdt [see Equation (4.1)] and letting g ~ c~. In this case, :Vs =0, St = Udt and 
the solution (4.4) may be written in the familiar form 

H t  = ~HHt I + distributed lag on St and on measures of cost, (4.5a) 

St N exogenous autoregressive process. (4.5b) 

On the other hand, when revenue is endogenous, :rs ~ 0 and we see in Equa- 
tion (4.4b) that inventories Granger-cause sales. The intuition is that forward looking 
firms adjust inventories in part in response to expected future conditions. Thus 
industry-wide stocks signal future market conditions, including sales. This signalling 
ability is reflected in Equation (4.4b). 

These same results can be obtained directly from the social planner problem that 
maximizes consumer surplus plus producer surplus, which is equal to the area between 
the inverse demand and supply curves. See the Technical Appendix. 

In empirical application, matching the data might require allowing shocks with 
rich dynamics. Such dynamics may even be required to identify all the parameters 
of  the model. Blanchard (1983), for example, assumes that the demand shock follows 
an AR(4). For expositional ease, however, we assume through the remainder of  this 
section that all exogenous variables - Udt, uct, Wt - follow first-order autoregressive 
processes (possibly with unit roots). Specifically, assume that 

Et-1 Wt = (I-)w Wt 1, Wt = CrAw Wt-1 + ewt, 

I I -  ~wZl = 0 ~ Izl/> 1, 

Et l Uct = q~cuct-1, Uct = q~cUct-1 + ect, 

Et-1 Udt = ~ d U d t - 1 ,  Udt = ~JdUdt-1 + edt, 

Et_lewt = O, 

Et-leot = 0, [q~c[ ~< 1, 

Et ledt = O, ]•d[ ~< 1. 
(4 .6)  
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(Given the growth in the number of symbols, it may help to remind the reader that 
Table 7 summarizes notation.) The Technical Appendix shows that the distributed lags 
in Equation (4.4) are all first order, and Equation (4.4) is 

H t  = YfHHt-1 +f~/w Wt + f HcUct + f HdUdt ,  (4.7a) 

St  = ~ s g t - I  + f t sw  W t  + f scUct + f sdUdt .  (4.7b) 

See the Technical Appendix for explicit formulas for the ')¢"s in terms of b, g, al, a2, 
a3, qJw, q~c and q~d. Of course, if ~ = 0 so that Uct =uct,  thenfHw = f s w  =0. 

4.3. Persis tence in the inventory-sales  relationship 

To analyze the second of  our stylized facts (persistence in the inventory-sales 
relationship), we now further assume that the demand shock and the observable cost 
shifters follow random walks: 

(bd = 1, Udt  = Udt 1 + edt, qDw = I ,  W t  = Wt-1 + ewt. ( 4 . 8 )  

Recall that if Uct is stationary, Ht  - OSt is stationary as well, where the cointegrating 
parameter 0 is defined in Equation (3.5). 

When there are no observable cost shifters (~ = 0 ~ fHw = f s w  = 0), tedious 
manipulation of  Equation (4.7) yields 

H t  - H t =~ H t  - OSt = ~ H ( H t - l  - OSt-1) + mocuct -t- mlcUct l + modedt, (4.9) 

where moo, ml~ and m0d depend on O, fHo ,  f H d ,  f S c  and f S d  (see the Technical 
Appendix). Let "L" be the lag operator. Since ( 1 - ~ c L ) u c t = e c t ,  it follows from 
Equation (4.8) that 

(1 - ~,vL)(1 - (bcL)(Ht - H t )  = vt, 
(4.10) 

vt = mocect + m~cect-i + mOdedt -- ~)cmOdedt-1 ~ MA(1). 

Thus, H t  - H  t ~ ARMA(2, 1) with autoregressive roots Jr/4 and ~bc. (This presumes that 
the moving average root in vt does not cancel an autoregressive root in H t  - H i,  which 
generally will not happen.) Note that the innovation edt, rather than the shock Udt, 
appears in Equation (4.9) and thus in Equation (4.10). With q~d ~ 1, however, the right 
hand side of Equation (4.10) would include a linear combination of  Udt and Udt-I 
that would not reduce to a linear function of edt, and ~d would also be one of the 
autoregressive roots of H t  - H i .  In this case, if ~d ~ 1, then Ht - H  i would also have a 
moving average root that would approximately cancel the autoregressive root of ~bd. 

Similarly, when there are observable cost shifters (a ~ 0), it may be shown that 
Equations (4.6) and (4.7) imply 

H t  - H i = H t  - OSt - ¢TIWt = :rH(Ht-i  - OSt-1 - a1Wt-1)  + disturbance, 

disturbance = m~owewt + mocUct + mlcUct- i  + mOdedt. 
(4.11) 

Once again, persistence in H t  - H 2  is induced by ;r,q and q~c. 
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We close this subsection by re-introducing costs of  adjusting production a0. 
Suppose 

a0 ~ 0. (4.12) 

It is well known that when revenue is exogenous (g ---+ oc), costs of  adjusting 
production put additional persistence in inventories [Belsley (1969), Blanchard 
(1983)]: in this case Equation (4.5a) becomes 

H t  = YgHIHt  I + J~H2Ht 2 q- distributed lag on S t  and on measures of  cost, 
(4.13) 

with Y~H2 ~ 0. Unsurprisingly, inventory decisions now depend on Qt-1 =St-1 +Ht-1 - 
H t - 2  and thus on Ht-2, even after taking into account Ht-t  and the sales process. 

As one might expect, the presence of  costs of  adjusting production has a similar 
effect even when sales and revenue are endogenous, and on the inventory-sales 
relationship as well as inventories. The Technical Appendix shows that a0 ~ 0 puts an 
additional autoregressive root in Ht  - Ht ,  which now follows an ARMA(3, 2) process. 
One autoregressive root is Oc. We let Jrl and Y~2 denote the two additional (possibly 
complex) roots. These are functions of  b, a0, al,  a2, a3 and g. Intuition, which 
is supported by the simulation results reported below, suggests that increases in a0 
increase the magnitude of these roots. 

4.4. S u m m a r y  on  p e r s i s t e n c e  in the  i n v e n t o r y - s a l e s  r e l a t i o n s h i p  

We summarize the preceding subsection as follows: assume the shocks follow the 
AR(1) processes given in Equation (4.6), with the additional restriction (4.8) that the 
demand shock and observable cost shifters follow random walks. Then 

ao = 0 ~ H t  - H  t = H t  - OSt - ct ~ W t  ~ ARMA(2, 1), 

with AR roots : r t /and  0c. 
(4.14) 

The root ~H is a function of b, g and the ai,  but not the autoregressive parameters of  
the shocks, and is increasing in the marginal production costs at. In addition, 

ao ~ 0 ~ H t  - H t  =-- H t  - OSt - a t W t  ~ ARMA(3, 2), 

with AR roots ~1, ~2 and ¢c; 

i f  0 c = 0 ,  H t - H  t ~ A R M A ( 2 , 1 )  

with AR roots Z~l and z~2. 

(4.15) 

The roots ,Tg I and JL" 2 are functions of  b, g and the ai,  but not the autoregressive 
parameters of  the shocks; both analytical manipulations of the formulas in the 
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Technical Appendix  and simulations reported in Section 6 indicate that the modulus 
o f  the larger o f  the roots increases with a0 and al  15 

Thus the persistence documented in Section 2.2 above follows i f  there are sharply 
increasing production costs (a0 and/or al  are sufficiently large) and/or serially 
correlated cost shocks. In addition, it is important to observe that qualitatively similar 
reduced forms are implied by  the following two scenarios: (1) serially correlated cost 
shocks with no costs o f  adjusting production, and (2) serially uncorrelated cost shocks 
and sharply increasing costs o f  adjusting production. We shall return to this point 
below. 

Of  course persistence may also follow if  we put different dynamics into the shocks 

Wt, Uct and Udt. 

5. The flexible accelerator model  

We now derive (4.10)-(4.11) from another optimization problem. This optimization 
problem is one that underl ies empirical work motivated by the f lexible accelerator 
model. In this model, p ioneered by Lovell (1961), firms solve a static one period 
problem, balancing costs o f  adjusting inventories against costs o f  having inventories 
deviate from their ffictionless target level H i.  Specifically, the firm chooses Ht  to 
minimize 

0.5(Ht - H~) 2 + 0 .5v(Ht  - Ht- l )2  + utHt. (5.1) 

In (5.1), v > 0  is the weight o f  the second cost relative to the first, and ut is an 
exogenous unobservable disturbance 16. The first-order condition is then 

H t - H t - 1  = [1/(1 + v ) ] (H;  - H t - 1 ) -  [1/(1 + v)]ut. (5.2) 

The coefficient 1/(1 + v) is the fraction o f  the gap between target and initial inventories 
closed within a period. I f  v is big (cost of  adjusting inventories is big), the fraction o f  

~5 Under the present set of assumptions, then, the parameter called "p" in Section 2.2 is max{~H, $c} 
if a 0 = 0, max{l~ l I, 1~2 I, Oc } if a 0 ¢ 0. 
16 Ht and S t are sometimes measured in logs [e.g., Maccini and Rossana (1981, 1984)], and the 
variable u t is sometimes split into a component linearly dependent on the period t surprise in sales 
and a component unobservable to the economist [e.g., Lovell (1961), Blinder (1986b)]. We slur over 
differences between regressions in levels and logs, which in practice are small (see Footnote 8), and omit 
a sales surprise term in the inventory regression, which in practice has little effect on the coefficients 
that are central to our discussion. 
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the gap expected to be closed is, on average, small. To make this equation operational, 
target inventories H~ must be specified. Let 

H t = OS, + a 'Wt .  (5.3) 

Here, Wt is a vector of  observable cost shifters [as in Section 2.2.2 and Equation (3.2)]. 
Notation has been chosen because of link about to be established with 0 and a ~ Wt  as 
defined earlier. Suppose 

St  = St-1 + edt, W t  = Wt-1  + ewt ,  (5.4) 

Et-1 edt = O, Et l ewt = 0. (In practice, Et-lSt is usually approximated as a linear function 
of a number of  lags of  S, the actual number dependent on the data, and similarly 
for Wt [e.g., Maccini and Rossana (1984)]. The single lag assumed here is again for 
simplicity.) Then with straightforward algebra, the first-order condition (5.2) implies 

H t  - OSt - a ' W t  = :rH(Ht 1 - OSt-1 - a~Wt_l)  + disturbance, 

:vH = [v/(1 + v)], disturbance = [1/(1 + v)](Oed, + a'ew, -- ut), 
(5.5) 

which is in the same form as Equation (4.11). 
We have thus established that in the simple parameterization of this section, in 

which sales follows an exogenous random walk, high serial correlation in a stationary 
linear combination of inventories and sales is the same phenomenon as slow speed of 
adjustment of  inventories towards a target level. 

6. Dynamic responses 

To develop intuition about how the model works, and what the two stylized facts 
suggest about model parameters and sources of  shocks, this section presents some 
impulse responses. Specifically, we present the industry equilibrium response of (1) Ht,  

St and Qt, or (2) Ht,  St and Ht  - OSt, to a shock to Udt or Uct, for various parameter 
sets, with no observable cost shifters (a = Wt = 0). While the parameter values we use 
are at least broadly consistent with one or another study, we choose them not because 
we view one or more of them as particularly compelling, but because they are useful 
in expositing the model. 

Table 8 lists the parameter sets. It may be shown that the solution depends only 

on relative values o f  g, ao, al and a2; multiplying these 4 parameters by any 
nonzero constant leaves the solution unchanged. [This is evident from the first-order 
conditions (3.3), (B.4) and (B.5): doubling all these parameters leaves the first-order 
conditions unchanged, apart from a rescaling of  the shocks.] 

Our choice of  a2 = 1 is simply a normalization. We fix g = 1 in part because some 
of the properties documented below can be shown either to be invariant to g [see 
West (1986, 1990b) on procyclicality of  inventories] in part because a small amount of 
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Table 8 
Parameter sets a 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Mnemonic g a 0 a 1 a 2 a 3 ~c ~d 

895 

A 1 0 1 1 0 n.a. b 0.7 

B 1 0 1 1 1 n.a. 0.7 

C 1 0 -0.1 1 0 n.a. 0.7 

A I 1 0 1 1 0 n.a. 1 

A n 1 0 1 1 0 0.7 n.a. 

D 1 3 1 1 0 n.a. 1 

E 1 3 1 1 1 n.a. 1 

a See Table 7 for parameter definitions. The behavior of the model depends only on the scale of the 
parameters g, a0, a~ and a2; doubling all these leaves behavior unchanged. The discount factor b is set 
to 0.99 in all experiments. 
b "n.a." means that the autoregressive parameter is irrelevant for the impulse responses plotted in 
Figures 7-13: the response is for a shock to the other variable, whose AR(1) parameter is given. 

exper imenta t ion  indicated lit t le sensitivity to g. To prevent  possible confusion,  we note  

explici t ly that the parameter  a3 is identified in absolute  terms and not  jus t  relative to 

o ther  parameters .  Throughout ,  we  set the discount  factor  b = 0.99, and interpret  the t ime 

per iod  as quarterly. To faci l i ta te  discussion, in the graphs  we set ver t ica l  t ick marks  

label led " - 1 " ,  "1" ,  "2" ,  and so on, but this (or any other) choice  o f  traits to measure  the 

response  is arbitrary. [In actual  application, the units used  would  o f  course  be mone ta ry  

(e.g., bi l l ions o f  1992 dollars  in the impulse  responses  in Sect ion 2 above)].  

The product ion  smooth ing  aspect  o f  the mode l  is mos t  clearly ev ident  when shocks 

are m e a n  revert ing.  We therefore  begin  with  three parameter  sets i l lustrating the 

response  to an innovat ion in a stationary AR(1)  demand  shock Ud~, wi th  A R  parameter  

~d =0.7 .  Since q~d = 0 . 7  is probably  far enough  f rom uni ty  to make  the not ion o f  

cointegrat ion be tween  H t  and St unappealing,  we plot  the responses  o f  Qt, St and H t  

but  not  those o f  H t  - O S t  17. 

Parameter  set A il lustrates the product ion smooth ing  model .  F igure  7 presents the 

response  to a demand  shock. As  may be seen, when  there is a ,pos i t ive  innovation to 

demand,  sales o f  course rise. But  part o f  the increase in sales is me t  by drawing down 

inventories,  thereby buffer ing  product ion f rom the demand  shock. As  sales return to 

17 Naturally, even though we do not include the plots here we did examine them ourselves. As it 
turned out, H t - O S  t showed persistence. From Equation (B.11) in the Technical Appendix, we see 
that H t  - OSt has an autoregressive root of Od that is cancelled by a moving average root only when 
0d --4 1. This autoregressive root apparently explains the persistence. In our view such persistence is not 
particularly interesting: in a stationary model, 0 = a3 - [al (1 - b)/ba 2 ] is not the parameter corresponding 
to a projection o f H  t onto St, and thus H t - OS t does not correspond to the quantity displaying persistence 
in, for example, Table 6. 
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Fig. 7. Response to a stationary demand shock; parameter set A. 

the steady state, inventories are gradually built back up. It may be seen in the graph 
that production is smooth relative to sales. 

The intuition is straightforward: given increasing marginal costs (al >0),  it is 
cheaper to produce at a steady rate than to produce sometimes at a high rate, sometimes 
at a low rate. So the increased demand is met partly with inventories, and production is 
smoothed relative to sales. (Note that this logic applies even for a competitive firm that 
can sell as much as it wants at the prevailing market  price.) Inventory movements are 
countercyclical, in the sense that they covary negatively with sales. It may be shown 
analytically that such cotmtercyclical behavior will obtain when a l  > 0,  a3 = 0 and there 
are no cost shocks [West (1986) for a stationary model,  working paper version o f  West 
(1990b) for a model with unit roots]. 

One can obtain procyclical movements when costs are convex if  the accelerator 
term is operative (a3 > 0) and is sufficiently strong to offset the production smoothing 
motive. In Figure 8, which shows results when a3 = 1 rather than a3 = 0, inventories 
initially rise along with sales when there is a positive innovation to the stationary 
demand shock. So production rises even more than does sales, and is more variable. 
All three variables then fall smoothly back towards the steady state. 

Some algebra may help with intuition: i f  ao=a] =0, and Uct=O, the first- 
order condition for Equation (3.1) is simply Ht=a3EtSt+l. Thus inventories will 
covary positively with expected sales, and thus with sales themselves since St is 
positively serially correlated in equilibrium. With a0 ¢ 0, al ~ 0, inventory movements  
will reflect a balance of  accelerator and production smoothing motives. I f  the 
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accelerator motive dominates, as it does in this parameter set, inventories will move 
procyclically IS. 

Another way to obtain procyclical movements in response to demand shocks, is with 
nonconvex production costs [Ramey (1991)]. Parameter set C captures this with a small 
negative value for al. [The linear quadratic problem will still be well-posed, and lead 
to an internal solution, as long as the nonconvexity is not too marked; in the present 
context, this essentially demands that a2 and g be sufficiently large relative to ]al I. 
See Ramey (1991).] We see in Figure 9 that a positive innovation to demand causes 
inventories to rise (though by a small amount - an artifact o f  our choice o f  parameters): 
with al < 0 it is cheaper to bunch rather than smooth production. Thus, firms build up 
inventories when sales are high. I f  there is a cost o f  changing production (a0 ~ 0), 
marginal production costs are (1 +b)ao +al. Ramey (1991) has noted that al < 0 may 
induce a tendency to bunch production even if  (1 + b)ao + a~ > 0 [see West (1990b) for 
a particular set o f  parameters for which this happens]. 

We now turn to parameter sets with a unit root in the demand shock (q~d = 1). 
Figure 10 plots the response o f  inventories, sales and the inventory-sales relationship 

18 Recall that the accelerator term is motivated in part by stockout costs. Kahn (1987) rigorously shows 
that when nonnegativity constraints are imposed, demand uncertainty (which implies uncertainty about 
whether a stockout will occur) will lead to procyclical movements if demand is serially correlated. 
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H t - O S t ,  with the technology parameters matching those in parameter setA. As 
with a stationary shock, firms draw down inventory stocks when demand increases 
(though the fall is slight in our figure). They will replenish stocks in response to a 
negative shock (not depicted). Thus inventories buffer production. With our choice of  
parameters, the transition to the new steady state is quite rapid 19. In parameter sets 
B and C, a demand shock with a unit root leads to procyclical inventory movements 
(not depicted): with or without a unit root in the demand shock, inventories buffer 
production. 

Figure 10 also plots the response o f  the inventory sales relationship H t -  OSt. To 
understand the pattern it exhibits, some mechanics may be helpful. Since a3 = 0, 0 < 0 
and ( - 0 ) > 0  [see Equation (3.5)]. In Figure 10 we see that the response o f  Ht is 
negative but small in absolute value, that of St positive and relatively large; in the end, 
the net response of  (-O)St > 0 is greater than that o f  Ht < 0, and Ht - OSt increases 
in response to a demand shock. The inventory-sales relationship has little persistence, 
however; it has a first-order autocorrelation coefficient o f  a little under 0.3. 

When we computed impulse responses for parameter sets B and C with a unit root 
demand shock (not depicted), the sign o f  the initial response of l i t -  OSt happened to 
be negative for parameter set B, positive for parameter set C: the sign o f  the initial 
response to a demand shock is sensitive to exact parameter values. A characteristic 

19 To prevent confusion: sales and revenue are endogenous in this experiment (g<ec). Although 
St looks like a random walk in the figure, in fact ASt does have a little bit of serial correlation, 
and is Granger-caused by inventories. 
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of  all three parameter sets, however, was rapid mean reversion in H t -  OSt. The 
autoregressive root x~/ [see Equation (4.9)] was 0.270 (parameter set A), 0.269 (B) 
and -0.148 (C). 

The negative sign of  xH in parameter set C perhaps deserves a word of mention. 
Recall that al < 0 in this parameter set, and that downward sloping marginal costs 
induces production bunching. So bunching generates a negative autocorrelation, since 
high activity in one period tends to be followed by low activity in the next. 

In parameter set A", we continue to use the same technology parameters, but now 
plot responses to a cost rather than demand shock. The cost shock is stationary, with 
an AR parameter of q~o = 0.7. We see in Figure 11 that inventories move procyclically 
in response to a negative cost shock: the shock causes both inventories and sales to 
rise, and makes production (not depicted) more variable than sales. (Recall that we are 
studying industry equilibrium, and sales of  course change as costs change.) 

The intuition once again is straightforward: a firm with a convex cost function will 
use periods of  low cost to produce a lot and to build up inventory stocks (as in the 
figure), and use periods of  high cost (not depicted) to produce little and instead sell out 
of  inventory stocks that have already been built up. In this case, inventories serve to 
buffer production from cost shocks. (Reminder: the phrase "production smoothing" is 
conventionally used only to describe smoothing from demand shocks but not, as in the 
present paragraph, smoothing from cost shocks.) Inventory movements are procyclical. 
It may be shown analytically that such procyclical behavior will obtain when al > 0, 
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a3 = 0 and there are no demand shocks [see the working paper version of  West (1990b)]. 
We see that there is now persistence in H t  - OSt 2o. 

We showed above that when a0 =0 ,  persistence in H t -  OSt results even in the 
absence o f  cost  shocks i f  production costs a l are sufficiently large relative to inventory 
costs a2. When  sales are exogenous (g ~ oe), it is straightforward to establish 
analytically that persistence also increases as ao increases relative to al  and a2. We use 
the final two parameter  sets to document via simulation that large values o f  ao also 
cause persistence when sales are endogenous. Parameter  set D varies from A ~ only by 
introducing a0 = 3 instead o f  a0 = 0. Figure 12 plots responses o f  H i ,  S t  and H t -  OSt 

to a positive innovation in a unit root demand disturbance. From the perspective of  
buffering, there are no new results: sales increase and inventories are drawn down 
to buffer production. But now there is persistence in the inventory-sales relationship 
H t  - OSt ,  which has an autocorrelation a little above 0.7. The intuition is that i f  costs 
of  adjusting production are large, and i f  there is a (say) jump in demand, firms only 
very gradual ly  increase production to bui ld the stock up. 

Finally, parameter  set E varies from D by al lowing the accelerator motive, setting 
a3 = 1 (as in parameter set B). In Figure 13 we see that inventories now move 
procyclical ly in response to demand shocks, and that there continues to be persistence 
in the inventory-sales  relationship. 

20 Of course, for the computed response of H t - OS t to give us insight into the empirical behavior 
of H t - OSt, there must be unit roots or near unit roots in H t and St, and hence this experiment and 
parameter set cannot provide the whole explanation for the two stylized facts. 
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Table 9 summar izes  the discussion in this section. Evidently,  we must  consider  

empi r ica l  ev idence  on: the accelera tor  motive,  the relat ive values  o f  a0, al and a2, 

and cost  shocks. 
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Table 9 
Possible explanations of stylized facts a 

Inventories 
Inove  

procyclically 

Persistence in 
inventory sales 
relationship b 

In response to demand shocks: 

(1) Marginal production costs rise very rapidly relative to marginal no 
inventory holding costs (a2 small relative to al and/or ao) 

(2) Declining marginal production costs ° (al < 0) yes 

(3) Strong accelerator motive (aza 3 large relative to a 0 and a a )  yes 

In response to cost shocks; 

(4) Increasing marginal production costs yes 

yes 

i"10 

no  

yes 

a The parameters are defined in Table 7. 
b The implications for persistence in the inventory-sales relationship apply if there is a unit root in the 
demand shock [explanations (1) (3)] and persistence in the cost shock [explanation (4)]. 
c The reference to "declining marginal production costs" abstracts from costs of changing production 
(from ao). With a0 * 0, marginal production cost is a0(1 + b) + a I. But even if a0(1 + b) + at > 0, inventory 
movements may be procyclical if a 1 < 0. 

7. Empirical evidence 

7.1. I n t roduc t ion  

The analytical results in West (1986, 1990b) and Section 4 and the simulations in 
Section 6 suggest at least two different ways o f  rationalizing the procyclical i ty of  
inventory movements and the persistence of  the inventory-sales  relationship. One is 
a demand-driven model with rapidly increasing marginal  production costs (marginal 
production costs a0 and/or al are large relative to marginal  inventory holding costs a2), 
together with a strong accelerator motive (a2a3 large relative to a0 and a 0 .  The second 
is a cost-driven model, with increasing marginal production costs; such a model  may 
or may not have a role for the accelerator. For s implici ty we somewhat loosely refer to 
these as our d e m a n d - d r i v e n  and our cos t -dr iven  explanations. We do so with some 
reservations: please recall that our demand shock Udt may in some data basical ly 
reflect supply side forces. 

These two do not exhaust the possibilities,  and many economists (including us) 
would expect both cost and demand shocks to be important  over samples o f  reasonable 
length. Our own work, for example, has emphasized the possibil i ty o f  declining 
marginal production costs [Ramey (1991)]. In combinat ion with highly persistent 
cost shocks, both procyclicali ty o f  inventories and persistence o f  the inventory-sales  
relationship may result. And  West (1990b) finds both stylized facts explicable with a 
model  with strong costs o f  adjusting production and a substantial role for both cost 
and demand shocks, but with no accelerator. 
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But our demand-driven and cost-driven explanations have the virtue of  simplicity, 
and both have support from a number of  papers: as summarized in this section and the 
next, most aggregate studies, and the limited microeconomic evidence available, do not 
point to declining marginal cost, and do find a role for the accelerator. In citing such 
support we do not cast a wide net but instead selectively cite representative papers. 
In addition, after some introductory remarks on papers using the flexible accelerator 
model (Section 7.2), we focus on papers that explicitly use the linear quadratic model, 
for ease of  exposition. 

Section 7.2 reviews parameter estimates from the linear quadratic literature, 
Section 7.3 discusses sources of  shocks, and Section 7.4 provides an interpretation. 
We remind the reader that the behavior of inventories depends only on the relative 
values of  g, a0, al and a2. All statements referencing "large" values of  one of these 
parameters should be understood to mean "large relative to another parameter or 
linear combination of parameters". The normalization involved will be clear from the 
context. 

7.2. Magnitude o f  cost parameters 

Our discussion will focus on estimates of  the linear quadratic model. We begin, 
however, with a brief discussion of results from less structured studies, including those 
using the flexible accelerator. We record two results. 

The first is that in flexible accelerator studies, actual or expected sales is generally 
found to be an important determinant of  inventory movements, with a positive 
relationship between the two series. See, for example, Maccini and Rossana (1981, 
1984) or Blinder (1986b). In terms of the model in Section 5, a positive relationship 
may be interpreted as 0 > 0, where 0 is the coefficient on sales in the expression for 
target inventories [see Equation (5.3)]. As well, in direct estimation of  a cointegrating 

parameter, Granger and Lee (1989) do obtain 0 > 0 in all 27 of their US two-digit 
manufacturing and trade series. 

To interpret this with the linear quadratic model, recall that under certain conditions, 
the decision rule from the flexible accelerator model (5.1) can be mapped into that 
of  the linear quadratic model (3.1). Under those conditions, 0 = a3 - [al (1 - b)/(ba2)] 
[see Equations (3.5), (4.11) and (5.5)]. Thus a3 > 0 is necessary for the cointegrating 
parameter 0 to be positive, as noted by Kashyap and Wilcox (1993). [This holds 
even when Uct is present (although cointegration requires Uct-I(0)).] Thus here and 
in linear quadratic studies (see below) there is support for a nontrivial role for the 
accelerator motive - a result that may be unsurprising or reassuring to some, but 
in any event is not particularly helpful in discriminating between our two candidate 
explanations. 

The second result from the flexible accelerator literature concerns the structure 
of  production costs. As discussed in Section 2, this literature has found large 
autoregressive roots in H t - H  i, which implies slow adjustment of  Ht towards H i. 
In quarterly data, a typical estimate of  the root is around 0.8-0.9, implying that about 
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10-20% o f  the gap between actual and target inventories is closed in a quarter. Ever 
since Carlson and Wehrs (1974) and Feldstein and Auerbach (1976), many observers 
have found such estimated speeds puzzling and perhaps not well-rationalized by the 
flexible accelerator model. One reason is that even the largest quarterly movements 
in inventories amount to only a few days production. This suggests to Feldstein and 
Auerbaeh (1976, p. 376) and others that costs o f  adjusting inventories [v, in the 
notation o f  Equation (5.1)] cannot be very large 21 . 

To interpret this second result with the linear quadratic model, recall that we set 
a0-= 0 when we established a mapping from the flexible accelerator to the linear 
quadratic model (3.1). With a0-= 0, an arbitrarily slow speed of  adjustment results 
when al is arbitrarily large. It is not clear to us how large a value o f  al is implausibly 
large. But we take from the flexible accelerator literature the message that many find 
this simplest version o f  the model unappealing [see Blinder and Maccini (1991) for a 
recent statement]. 

Accordingly we consider the other sources o f  persistence isolated above: costs of  
adjustment (discussed in this subsection), and serial correlated cost variables (discussed 
in the next subsection). To focus the discussion o f  costs of  adjustment, we highlight 
estimates from some recent linear quadratic studies using two-digit manufacturing data 
from the USA. Different studies present estimates o f  a0, al and a2 relative to different 
parameters or linear combinations o f  parameters. To display results from various 
studies in consistent form, we restate published estimates of  ao, a~ and a2 relative 
to a common linear combination o f  the published estimates of  those parameters. This 
linear combination is 

c ~ (1 + 4 b + b 2 ) a o + ( 1  + b ) a l  +ba2,  (7.:) 

with b ~ 0.99. Here, "c" is the second derivative o f  the objective function (3.1) with 
respect to Ht;  the Legendre-Clebsch condition states that e > 0 is a necessary condition 
for an optimal solution. [See Stengel (1986, p. 213) or Kollintzas (1989, p. 11).] 
Note that the estimates we discuss will therefore not be comparable to those used 
in the simulations in the previous section and in Table 8, and often are not as easily 
interpreted as those expressed relative to a single parameter. We nonetheless use this 
normalization since studies sometimes report negative estimates o f  a0, al or a2, which 
can make interpretation o f  estimates relative to one o f  those parameters problematic. 

Most authors examine more than one specification. Table 10 presents results for a 
specification that seemed to be preferred by the author(s). For the preferred specifi- 
cation, columns 2-6  present the median point estimate o f  ao/c, a l/c, [(1 + b)ao + a l ]/c 

21 The logic apparently is that it should be easy to make inventory movements rapid if firms are 
beginning from a starting point in which current movements are small relative to production. But small 
inventory movements seem to be exactly what one would associate with slow adjustment speeds, if costs 
of adjustment determine both the size of movements and the adjustment speeds; if, instead, the slow 
adjustment speeds were accompanied by large movements in inventories, there would be a puzzling 
contrast between regression results and basic data characteristics. 
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Table 10 
Median point estimates of model parameters a-d 

(1) Reference e (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
ao/C al/c [(1 +b)a 0 +al]/ a2/c a 3 Number 

c of 
industries 

Models with serially correlated cost variables: 

(1) Durlauf and Maccini (1995) 0. 0.43 0.43 0.15 0.55 5 

(2) Eichenbaum (1989) 0. 0.21 0.21 0.58 1.15 7 

(3) Kollintzas (1995) -0.16 0.83 0.64 -0.09 1.14 6 

(4) Ramey (1991) 0.15 -0.63 -0.43 1.69 0.40 6 

Models without serially correlated cost variables: 

(5) Fuhrer, Moore and Schuh (1995) 0.13 0.12 0.38 0.00 0.67 1 

(6) West (1986) 0.05 0.34 0.44 0.01 1.12 10 

a In the column definitions, e -- (1 + 4b + b 2) a 0 + (1 + b) a 1 + ba2, b =- 0.995. Note that the magnitudes 
in columns 2-4 are therefore not comparable to those in columns 4-6 in Table 8. 
b Different papers expressed point estimates relative to different linear combinations of parameters. For 
each paper, the reported point estimates were restated relative to c. The Legendre-Clebsch condition 
states that c > 0 is a necessary condition for an interior solution of the optimization problem. The table 
reports the median of the restated estimates. When a0 = 0 (lines 1 and 2), or when there is only one 
industry (line 5), the column 4 entry for marginal production cost is by construction equal to: (1 +b) 
times column 2, plus column 3. 
c All the studies used two-digit manufacturing data from the USA. The exact data, sample period, 
specification and estimation technique vary from paper to paper. 
d Most papers present more than one set &results. We chose the specification that seemed to be favored 
by the author(s). 
e Sources by reference: (1) Table 7 (p. 85), entries labelled "Table 3"; (2) Table 2 (p. 861); (3) Tables 1 6 
(pp. 77-80), columns labelled "random walk"; (4) Table 1 (p. 323), excluding autos; (5) Table 4 (p. 128), 
entry labelled "FIML-endogenous sales"; (6) Table 4 (p. 391). 

(=marg ina l  product ion  cost, taking into account  costs o f  adjust ing production),  a2/c  

and  a3. The med ian  is computed  across the datasets considered by  the author; the 
n u m b e r  of  datasets is g iven in  co lumn 7. 

A skim of  the table suggests  a broad consensus on a3 (co lumn 6). As  well, there 
is relatively little d isagreement  on the sign o f  the slope o f  marginal  product ion costs 
( co lumn 4); wi th  the except ion of  Ramey (1991), the studies find an  upward slope to 
margina l  product ion  cost. There  is, however, some variat ion in the extent to which the 
cost o f  adjus tment  a0 contr ibutes  to this upward slope. Consis tent  wi th  the demand-  
dr iven explanation,  Fuhrer  et al. ( t995)  (l ine 5) and to a lesser extent  West (1986) 
( l ine 6) find that a0 contr ibutes  to the upward slope. 

Some studies with other datasets have found an even stronger role for the cost o f  
adjustment  a0, with a0 posi t ive and significant but  wi th  estimates o f  the product ion 
cost al  negative [consistent  wi th  Ramey  (1991)], or  economica l ly  or statistically 
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indistinguishable from zero. For example, Kashyap and Wilcox's (1993) study of  the 
automobile industry in the 1920s and 1930s yielded median estimates of  parameters 
as follows: 

ao/c al/c [(1 + b)ao + al]/c a2/c a3 (7.2) 
0.20 -0.11 0.29 0.03 0.72" 

Similar results are reported for the modern automobile industry by Blanchard (1983) 
and Ramey (1991), and for US aggregate inventories by West (1990b). 

On the other hand, we see in lines 1 and 2 that the preferred specifications in the 
Eichenbaum (1989) and Durlauf and Maccini (1995) set the cost of  adjustment to 
zero. In these two papers, the estimates of  al tended to be positive but perhaps not 
so large as to imply a speed of adjustment that Feldstein and Auerbach (1976) would 
find implausibly slow. In part these papers set a0 to zero - because in a setup similar 
to that of  Kollintzas (1995) in line 3, negative and insignificant point estimates of  a0 
tended to result. 

Rounding out the cost-driven story requires finding substantial persistence from 
stochastic variation in costs. This is discussed in the next subsection. 

7.3. Shocks 

There is much circumstantial evidence that serially correlated cost shifters have 
important effects on inventory behavior. In particular, the data often seem happy with 
specifications in which the unobservable disturbance uct is highly autocorrelated [e.g., 
Eichenbaum (1989), West (1990b), Ramey (1991)]. 

One's confidence that this unobservable disturbance really reflects stochastic 
variation in production costs would be increased if  inventories could be shown to 
respond aggressively to observable measures of  costs. Unfortunately, this appears not 
to be so. In practice, factor prices and interest rates usually are insignificant (in both 
economic and statistical terms), and sometimes have effects opposite of  the theoretical 
predictions. For statistical significance, Table 11 shows a selection of results using cost 
variables, from studies of two-digit manufacturing in the USA, and now including 
flexible accelerator as well as linear quadratic studies. 

It may be seen in columns 1-4 that a finding of  a statistically significant effect of 
observable measures of  costs is rare: only 2 entries are "y"s, indicating that in only 
two of the 21 studies did significance at the 5% level characterize at least three-fourths 
of  the coefficients estimated in a given study. 11 entries are "n"s, indicating that in 
these 11 studies fewer than one-fourth of  the coefficients were significant. On the other 
hand, in column 5 it may be seen that for the unobservable disturbance, three of  the 
6 entries are "y"s, and that two of these "y"s are for studies that also included some 
observable measures of  costs (lines 6 and 8); none of  the 6 entries are "n"s. 

7.4. Interpretation 

We showed in Section 4 that the demand-driven and cost-driven explanations put 
two large autoregressive roots in the inventory sales relationship H t - O S t ;  in fact, 
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Table 11 
Statistical significance of cost variables ~c 

Reference d Wage Materials Energy Interest Unobservable 
prices prices rate shock 

(1) Blinder (1986b) ? ? n ? 

(2) Durlauf and Maccini (1995) ? n n 

(3) Eichenbaum (1989) y 

(4) Kollintzas (1995) ? 

(5) Maccini and Rossana (1981) y ? n ? 

(6) Maccini and Rossana (1984) n y n y 

(7) Miron and Zeldes (1988) n ? n n 

(8) Ramey (1991) n ? n y 

(9) Rossana (1990) ? ? ? 

a This table is an updated version of a table in West (1995). 
b All the studies used two-digit manufacturing data from the USA. The exact data, sample period, 
specification and estimation technique vary from paper to paper. 
c A "y" entry indicates that the coefficient on the variable in a given column was significantly different 
from zero at the 5% level in at least three-fourths of the datasets in a given study, a "n" that it was 
significant in at most one-fourth of the datasets, a "?" that it was significant in more than one-fourth 
but fewer than three-fourths of the datasets. A blank indicates that the variable was not examined. 
d Sources by reference: (1) Table 1 (pp. 360 61); (2) Table 3, inst. set. 4; (3) Table 2 (p. 861); 
(4) Tables 1-6 (pp. 77-80), columns labelled "HP filter" and "quadratic trend"; (5) Table 1 (p. 20); 
(6) Table 3 (p. 231) and discussion on p. 227; (7) Table I1 (p. 892); (8) Table 1 (p. 323); (9) Tables 3 and 
4 (pp. 26-27), with the cost of capital variable "ce" and "cp" interpreted as interest rate variables. 

under  certain condit ions,  both  imply  A R M A ( 2 ,  1) processes  o f  l i t -  OSt. Specifically, 

this happens w h e n  q~c = 0 in the demand-dr iven  explanat ion  [see Equat ions  (4.14) and 

(4.15)1. 
That  the s imilar  A R M A  structures might  a l low both mode ls  to fit a g iven  body o f  

data is i l lustrated by Kol l in tzas  (1995). Kol l in tzas '  results in line 3 o f  Table 10 were for 

a specif icat ion wi th  a r andom walk  (q~c = 1) cost  shock (i.e., Kol l intzas  differenced the 

first-order condi t ion  before  est imating).  A m o n g  other specifications,  Kol l intzas  a l lowed 

for an i.i.d, unobservable  cost  shock. In the specif icat ion with  i.i.d, cost  shocks, the 

med ian  est imates  o f  the parameters  were: 

ao/c al/c [(1 + b)ao + al]/C a2/c a3 
0.03 0.42 0.47 0.01 2 .51 '  (7.3) 

Whi le  the es t imate  o f  marg ina l  product ion costs was no t  wi ld ly  di f ferent  (0.47 with  

i.i.d, shocks vs. 0.64 wi th  r a n d o m  walk shocks [line 3, c o l u m n  4 o f  Table 10)], the 
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median estimate of  a0 was higher. In fact, the estimate o f  a0 was higher in 5 o f  the 6 
datasets 22. 

An interpretation is that a model that fits his data would imply two autoregressive 
roots. When serial correlation in the cost shock was suppressed, the positive values 
for a0 rationalized a second autoregressive root; when serial correlation in the cost 
shock was imposed, large (or even positive) values o f  a0 would imply an autoregressive 
structure too elaborate for the data, and accordingly the regression yielded diminished 
values o f  a0. 

Discriminating between the two explanations thus means distinguishing between 
costs o f  adjustment [when a0 ¢ 0 and the serial correlation of  the cost shock is zero 
(~bc = 0)] and exogenous serial correlation (when a0 = 0 and q~c is near one). In principle 
this may be done, using either cross-equation restrictions, or additional variables such 
those in the Wt vector. But in both inventory and non-inventory contexts this has 
proved difficult [e.g., Blinder (1986b), McManus et al. (1994), Surekha and Ghali 
(1997)]. 

And in any case, our discussion so far perhaps has understated the extent o f  conflict 
across empirical results. There is a range of  estimates of  most parameters (including 
some wrong-signed or otherwise implausible ones), and we have pushed papers into 
one o f  just two camps in the interest o f  summarizing a complex set o f  results: while 
in principle it may be possible to pin down important macroeconomic parameters and 
sources o f  shocks by simply estimating linear inventory models with aggregate data, 
this tantalizing idea has not proved true in practice so far. 

The conflict across papers, or the range o f  estimates, may be no worse than in 
empirical work in other areas. For example, those familiar with the real business 
cycle literature will probably not be surprised that it is difficult to find observable 
counterparts to unobservable cost shocks. And Lovell (1994) shows that the estimated 
speed o f  adjustment o f  Ht towards H~ is in fact no slower than those o f  some other 
variables. As well, part o f  the conflict across papers no doubt results from econometric 
problems related to sample size or estimation technique [West and Wilcox (1994, 
1996), Fuhrer et al. (1995)]. Finally, it may be that careful analysis would reveal that 
seemingly disparate conclusions in fact result mainly from the use o f  different sample 
periods, datasets, and observable cost shiflers ("Wt", in the notation o f  the previous 
sections). 

But pointing out (perhaps unfairly!) that other literatures have similar problems will 
not advance our knowledge about inventories. Nor, most likely, will sharp estimates 
be produced by even the most refined econometric technique, at least when applied to 
familiar data. We therefore suggest some alternative approaches. 

22 Such statements potentially are sensitive to how the parameters are expressed (relative to "c", as in 
Table 10, or some other linear combination of parameters). But in this case the statement applies not 
only with respect to the normalization we have used, but also with respect to the normalization used by 
Kollintzas, which was relative to a0(1 + b)+ a l. 
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8. Directions for future research 

8.1. Introduction 

In this section we offer what we believe to be fruitful directions for future research. 
Sections 8.2 and 8.3 describe alternative modelling strategies. Some of  our suggestions 
are based on alternatives to the basic linear quadratic production smoothing model; 
others extend the basic model. All build on the insights delivered by the basic model: 
that procyclical movements result when inventories facilitate sales (a force captured 
in the basic model with the accelerator term), and that the shape of  production 
costs influences both the character of cyclical movements and the persistence of  
the inventory-sales relationship. In addition, all seem intuitively capable of helping 
explain either or both of  our stylized facts (procyclicality of inventories, persistence 
of  the inventory-sales relationship), although, of course, research to date involving 
these suggestions has its share of  blemishes (e.g., wrong-signed parameter estimates). 
Finally, Section 8.4 describes how the use of different data may help understand 
inventory behavior. 

8.2. Inventories in production and revenue functions 

The potential importance of the accelerator term (a3) in explaining both the business 
cycle and long-run behavior of  inventories suggests that the relationship between 
inventories and sales deserves more study. Consider first Holt et al.'s (1960) original 
motivation for this formulation as az(Ht-a3St+l) 2. As discussed on pp. 56-57 of  
their book, their initial model of optimal inventory holdings used lot-size formulas, 
where the optimal batch size, the number of  batches and optimal inventory levels all 
increase with the square root of  the sales rate. They used two approximations to capture 
the costs and benefits associated with inventory holdings. First, they approximated 
the square-root relationship with a linear relationship between inventories and sales 
(e.g., H 7 =a3St+l). Second, they approximated all costs and benefits associated with 
inventories with a quadratic in which costs rise with the square of  the deviation of 
inventories from the optimal level. This generates the accelerator term a2(Ht-  H t )  2. 

While this tractable formulation provides a plausible mechanism for procyclical in- 
ventory movements, there are two potential problems with it. First, the approximations 
may be inadequate. As we will discuss below, the approximations used imply that the 
cost of  a marginal reduction in inventories is linear in the stock of  inventories, whereas 
at least one paper found significant convexities. Second, inventories may directly affect 
revenue in a way that is not well captured by including the accelerator term in the cost 
function. 

One alternative strand of  the literature has modelled inventories as factors of 
production, or considered interrelationships between inventories and other factors of 
production. Christiano (1988), Ramey (1989), Galeotti et al. (1997) and Humphreys 
et al. (1997) are examples. Ramey (1989) argues that since inventories at all stages 
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of production facilitate production and shipments, they should be considered factors 
of production. She includes three stages of  inventories in the production function, and 
estimates factor demand relationships. This approach obviously has the potential to 
make inventories move procyclically, since factor usage fluctuates with output. The 
results from the linear quadratic model suggest if  costs of adjustment are allowed, 
persistence would result as well. 

A second line of research has considered the revenue role of inventories. Kahn 
(1987, 1992) develops a theory of a stockout avoidance motive for holding inventories 
and tests some of its implications using automobile industry data. Kahn argues that 
demand uncertainty and a nonnegativity constraint on inventories can explain several 
important patterns in the data. Bils and Kahn (1996) extend this line of research by 
assuming that the demand function is a (nonlinear) function of the stock of goods 
available for sale. They apply the model to two-digit manufacturing data with mixed 
success. Rotemberg and Saloner (1989) offer another potential role for inventories 
in revenue, arguing that inventories may be accumulated to deter deviations from 
an implicitly collusive arrangement between firms. The nature of the equilibrium 
implies that inventories will be high when demand is high. They show empirically 
that the correlation between inventories and sales is higher in concentrated industries, 
as predicted by their model. 

A third line of research studies uses more general functional forms for the 
relationship between inventories and sales. [The work by Kahn (1992) and Bils and 
Kahn (1996) also fits into this category.] Pindyck (1994) studies the convenience yield 
of inventories for three commodities. Augmenting the usual production, sales and 
inventory data with futures prices, he provides evidence that the marginal convenience 
yield is very convex, increasing sharply as inventories approach zero. This indicates 
that the approximation embodied in the basic Holt et al. (1960) model may miss some 
important aspects of inventory behavior. 

8.3. Models with f ixed costs 

We next consider arguments and evidence that a key shortcoming of the linear 
quadratic model is that it fails to account for fixed costs facing firms. Blinder (1981), 
Caplin (1985), Mosser (1988), Blinder and Maccini (1991), and Fisher and Hornstein 
(1996) all argue that fixed costs of ordering may be very important for understanding 
the behavior of  retail and wholesale inventories as well as manufacturers' materials and 
supplies. In some environments the aggregation argument presented in Section 3.4 will 
not apply, and research to date has shown that under certain conditions such fixed costs 
may lead to (S, s) type of decision rules. In their review article, Blinder and Maccini 
(1991) recommend that future inventory research concentrate on the (S, s) model. This 
will require resolution of difficult problems of aggregation, perhaps partly through 
the use of simulations [Lovell (1996)]. While the results look suggestive at the level 
of a single-product firm, the implications for a multi-product firm, let alone for an 
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industry or economy, have been harder to obtain because of difficulties of  aggregating 
(S, s) rules. 

The studies by Bresnahan and Ramey (1994) and Hall (1996) show that fixed 
costs are an important determinant of production costs in the automobile industry. 
Bresnahan and Ramey follow some fifty assembly plants on a weekly basis from 1972 
to 1983, and uncover important lumpiness in the margins for varying production. 
Hall studies fourteen assembly plants from 1990 to 1994. Both studies isolate two 
important methods for varying production, which appear to involve some sort of  
nonconvex costs. First, they find that complete shut-down of a plant for a week at 
a time is an important method for temporarily decreasing output rates. Second, the 
adding and dropping of extra shifts (each of which doubles or halves production) 
are an important source of  output variability, and appear to involve fixed costs and 
lumpiness of production levels. Thus, costs in the automobile industry deviate from 
the linear quadratic production smoothing model in two important ways. First, there 
appear to be fixed costs of adjusting production, not convex costs as postulated in the 
production smoothing model. Second, the lumpiness of  the margins, accompanied by 
the fixed costs, leads to a nonconvex cost function. It is important to point out that 
the nonconvexity is due not to declining marginal costs [as Ramey (1991) originally 
posited], but rather to the existence of large fixed costs at key points in the cost curve. 

Thus, both the (S, s) literature and the limited amount of factory evidence available 
suggests that fixed costs may be very important. Furthermore, the types of fixed 
costs highlighted can potentially explain both the procyclicality of inventories and 
the persistence of the inventory-sales relationship. For example, the lumpiness of 
the shifts margin in the automobile industry can explain why an increase in sales 
might lead to a more than proportional increase in production. Also, the importance 
of  fixed adjustment costs can explain why significant deviations in the inventory-sales 
relationship are allowed to occur before production responds. 

It is not yet clear, however, how general are the results from the automobile industry. 
And more generally it is not well understood how and whether fixed costs at the plant 
or firm level translate into industry- or economy-wide behavior. Thus, the role of these 
types of fixed costs in explain aggregate inventory fluctuations remains an important 
topic for future study. 

8.4. The value o f  more data 

Finally, we discuss how the addition of more data may help narrow the estimates 
obtained from the linear quadratic model, as well as shed light on the unobserved 
cost shocks. We will argue that there are several available sources of data that have 
the potential to clear up ambiguities. 

One possible explanation for the range of estimates obtained from the production 
smoothing model is the data are not sufficient for distinguishing the relative values 
of  the parameters. One way to glean more information from macroeconomic data 
is to use information contained in prices, something done in a handful of papers 
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including Eichenbanm (1984), Blanchard and Melino (1986) and Bils and Kahn 
(1996). Pindyck's (1994) results using futures prices provides additional evidence of 
the information contained in prices. 

A second possible use of  new data is to measure the stochastic variation in cost. As 
Table 11 indicates, a number of authors have experimented with several observable cost 
shifters, but generally do not find effects. Another possible source of  cost shocks that 
has been studied in a few papers is credit conditions. We remarked in Section 2.2 that 
Kashyap et al. (1994) and Carpenter et  al. (1994, 1998) still find persistence in the 
inventory-sales relationship after including measures of credit conditions. But they 
also regularly find that credit conditions affect inventory holding behavior of  small 
firms, across various specifications. If  these credit conditions are serially correlated 
(which they are likely to be), and if small firms are important enough to substantially 
affect industry- and economy-wide aggregates, credit conditions may ultimately help 
explain our two stylized facts. 

Finally, we advocate more plant and firm-level studies, although gathering such data 
requires substantial work. Schuh (1996), for example, uses panel data from the M3LRD 
to calibrate biases from aggregation. And consider Holt et al.'s (1960) study of  six 
firms ranging from a paint producer to an ice cream maker and Kashyap and Wilcox 
(1993) and Bresnahan and Ramey's (1994) studies of  the automobile industry. They use 
not only firm-level data on production, inventories and sales, but also company reports 
and industry press, which provide valuable insights into the cost structure facing firms. 
For example, Bresnahan and Ramey (1994) were able to categorize the cause of every 
plant shutdown using information from Automobile News, which chronicled drops in 
demand and cost shocks such as strikes and model year change-overs. 

9. Conclusions 

We conclude by briefly reiterating several points we have made in this chapter. We 
began by asserting that inventories are a useful resource in business cycle research. 
The theoretical dependence of the comovements of  sales, production, and inventories 
on important parameters such as the slope of marginal costs, and on the nature of  the 
underlying shocks, indicates that inventory models can in principle be used to identify 
these important macroeconomic features. The two stylized facts we highlight - the 
procyclicality of  inventories and the persistence of  the inventory-sales relationship - 
are intimately linked to other aspects of business cycle fluctuations. Thus, inventory 
movements have valuable business cycle information. 

To consider explanations for the two facts, we presented a linear quadratic model. We 
showed that the model can rationalize the two facts in a number of ways, but focused 
on two stylized explanations have the virtue of  relative simplicity and support from a 
number of  papers. Both assume that there are persistent shocks to demand for the good 
in question, and that marginal production cost slopes up. The first explanation assumes 
as well that there are highly persistent shocks to the cost of production. The second 
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assumes that there are strong costs of  adjusting production and a strong accelerator 
motive. 

Our review of  the empirical evidence, however, indicates that the range of estimates 
of  key parameters and of  the relative importance of cost versus demand shocks is 
too wide to allow us to endorse one of  the two or some third explanation. But while 
the literature has not reached a consensus, it has identified mechanisms and forces that 
can explain basic characteristics of inventory behavior. We believe that several research 
strategies, and use of  different data, promise to continue to improve our understanding 
of  inventory movements and therefore of business cycle fluctuations. 

Appendix A. Data Appendix 

Data sources for annual G7 data: all data on inventory changes were obtained 
from International Financial Statistics, mostly from the 1996 CD-ROM. From the 
CD-ROM, we obtained nominal and real GDP and the nominal change in aggregate 
inventories. The GDP deflator was used to convert the inventory change from nominal 
to real. For the Canada, France, the UK and the USA, 1955 data were available to 
compute AQ and AS in 1956. For all other countries an observation was lost in 
computing the initial AQ and AS. Additional sources were used for West Germany 
and Italy. 

West Germany: (a) 1957-1978: the IFS data used in West (1990a), rebenchmarked 
to a 1990 from a 1980 base, and output measured with GNP instead of GDR (b) 1979- 
1994: in both the CD-ROM and in recent hardcopy versions of  IFS, the figures on the 
annual change looked suspicious: they were uniformly positive and large relative to 
1957-1958, bore no obvious connection to the figures on the levels reported in the 
Statisches Bundesamt publication cited below, and in recent years bore no obvious 
connection to the average of  the reported quarterly figures. So for 1979-1990, we 
used the annual change reported in the hardcopy IFS, obtaining a given year's data 
from the April issue three years later (e.g., the 1990 figure came from the April 1993 
issue of IFS). (For 1980 we used the May 1983 issue, because the April 1983 issue 
was missing.) For 1991-1994, we used the average of  the quarterly figures from the 
April 1995 hardcopy version of  IFS. 

Italy: 1993 and 1994 real GDP came from OECD Economic Surveys, Italy, 1996, 
rebenchmarked to a 1990 from a 1985 base. We checked the US data against the 
Department of  Commerce's 1992 chain-weighted NIPA data, and while there were 
notable differences, overall the two perhaps were tolerably close: the correlation 
between inventory investment as constructed here and the Department of  Commerce 
measure was 0.96. 

Data sources for non-US data on inventory levels: Canada: private communication 
from Statistics Canada gave a nominal 1995:IV inventory figure for all nonfmancial 
industries of 140.8 billion Canadian dollars, which we deflated with the GDP defla- 
tor. West Germany: Statisches Bundesamt, Volkswirtschafiliche Gesamtrechnungen, 
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Table 3.2.9. Agriculture (line 2) was subtracted from total (line 1), and the result 
was deflated by the GDP deflator. Japan: Economic Planning Agency, Annual Report 
on National Accounts, 1997, table on "Closing Stocks". The nominal figure for 
total stocks was deflated by the GDP deflator. United Kingdom: Office for National 
Statistics, United Kingdom National Accounts: The Blue Book, 1996, Table 15.1. 
Agriculture (series DHIE) and government (AAAD) were subtracted from total 
(DHHY), and the result was deflated by the GDP deflator. 

Data sources for sectoral distribution of US inventories: broad sectoral categories 
were obtained from Citibase, and manufacturing inventories by stage of processing 
were obtained from the BEA. The stage of  processing inventories were converted from 
monthly to quarterly data by sampling the last month of the quarter. 

Appendix B. Technical Appendix 

This appendix discusses the following: (1) solution of  the model 23; (2) Computation of 

E(Q 2 - S  2) in Table 4; (3) Estimation of  0 in Table 5; (4) the social planning approach 
to derivation of the first-order conditions. 

B. 1. Solution o f  the model 

We assume throughout that al,  a2, g > 0 and a0, a3/> 0. See Ramey (1991) for solutions 
when al < 0. 

We begin by working through in detail the solution discussed in Section 4, when 
a0 = 0 and the forcing variables follow first-order autoregressions. For simplicity, for the 
most part we set ~ ---- 0 as well. Thus Uot =Uct [see Equation (3.2)], Et-luct =(&u~t-l 
and Et 1 Udt = (9,JUdt-l. To insure a unique stable solution, we assume that either (B.la) 
or (B.lb) holds: 

g > a2a3(1 - a3), (B.la) 

2(1 + b 1)ala2(a3 - 0.5)(a3 - b(1 + b) -1) 
a2a3(1 - a3) > g > (B.lb) 

a2 +2al(1 + b  1) 

Note that the right-hand inequality in (B. l b) follows if a3 falls outside (b(1 + b) -I , 0.5), 
a narrow range when b ~ 1. There will also be a stable solution when a2a3(1 - a 3 ) = g .  
But to allow us to divide by g -  a2a3(1 - a 3 )  at certain stages in the derivation, we rule 
this out for conciseness. 

23 We thank Stanislav Anatolyev for assistance in the preparation of this part of the Technical Appendix. 
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When a0 = 0, differentiating the objective function (3.1) with respect to St gives 

Pt  - Et[al  Qt - a2a3(Ht-1 - a3St) + Uct] = 0. (B.2) 

Use P t = - g S t + U d t ,  Q t = S t + A H t ,  and our tentative assumption that Uct=Uot. 

(B.2) becomes 

- a l H t  - (al + a2a~ + g )S t  + (al + a2a3)Ht-1 - Uct + Udt = 0. (B.3) 

al al + a2a3 . 1 1 
St = - ~ H t  + ~ - - H t  l - ~ U c t +  ~ U d t '  d ---- (al + a2a~ + g). (B.4) 

Use (B.4) and (B.4) led one period to substitute out for St and St+l in Ht ' s  first-order 
condition (3.3) (with a0 =- 0). After some rearrangement, the result may be written 

0 = bEtHt+i - (1 + b + m ) H t  + Ht  1 + gtlcuct + grid Udt 

bEtHt+À - ~lHt + H t - I  + gHcUct + gHdUdt, 

a2[b(al + g)  + ala3(1 - b)] 
m =  

a l [ g  +a2a3(a3 - 1)] ' (B.5) 
g + a2a 2 - bOc[g + a2a3(a3 - 1)] 

gHc =- 
al [g  + a2a3(a3 - 1)] 

al - bq~d(al + a2a3) 
grid -- a l [ g  + a2a3(a3 - 1)]' 

It can be shown that inequality (B. 1) guarantees that there is exactly one root less than 
one to the polynomial 

bx 2 - t/x + 1 = 0. (B.6) 

Call this root ~H,  where 

= 0 . 5 b - l [ r ] - ( r ] 2 - 4 b )  /2] if  ~ />0 ,  

~z4 0 . 5b -1[~ l+ ( t12 -4b )  1/2] i f  ~ /<0.  
(B.7) 

Using techniques from Hansen and Sargent (1980) it follows that the solution to 
problem (B.5) is 

H t  = ~HHt-1  + f HcUct + f Hd Udt, 
(B.8) 

f Hc =-- [YgH/(1 --b~14Oc)]gHc, f Hd =~ [~H/(1 --bYgHOd)]gHd. 

Upon substituting Equation (B.8) into Equation (B.4) and rearranging, we obtain 

al(1 - ~ H )  + a2a3 
St = ~ s H t - I  + f scUct + f sdUdt, ~S =~ 

al + a2a 2 + g 

1 + a l f H c  1 -- a l f H d  (B.9) 
f S c  = 2 ' f S d  =- • 

al + a2a 3 + g al + a2a~ + g 
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Let L be the lag operator, "adj" the adjoint o f  a matrix. From Equations (B.7) and (B.8), 
a representation for the bivariate (Ht ,  H t  - O S t f  =-- Y t  process is 

Yt  = A Y t - I  + B U t ,  

Jr. 0 f H  
A ---- BI  ~ c 0 

¢C14 - 0¢Cs 0 ' f i l e - -  f Sc 

adj ( I  - AL)  ~ .  
Y t  = ( I - A L ) - I B U t  - ~ t~t-/t 

1I - A L l  Yt : a d j ( I  - A L ) B U t .  

f H d  

f Hd -- Of  sd 
(B.lO) 

This may  be used to solve for the univariate process for H t  - OSt, which is 

(1 - ¢CHL)(Ht - OSt) = ( f  Hc - Of  so) uct + O( :VHf  Sc -- Y f S f  Hc)Uct-1 

+ ( f H d  -- Ofsd)  Udt + O(¢gHfSd -- ~ S f H o ) U d t - 1 .  
03.11) 

Suppose that Udt follows a random walk, so that Cd = 1 and ( f H d -  O f s d ) U d t  = 

( f H d  -- Ofsd) (Udt  1 + edt). Upon using the definition of  0 in Equation (3.5), and in 
light o f  the quadratic equation used to obtain ZrH, tedious manipulations reveal that 
( f  Hd -- O f  sd) + O ( : r H f  Sd -- : r S f  HO) = 0. It follows that 

Od = 1 :=k 

(1 -- : rHL) (Ht  - OSt) = ( f n c  - Of sc) uct + O(¢~m f Sc -- ¢~Sf  Hc) Uc,-I + ( f  eo  -- O f  sd) edt 

=- mocUct + mlcUct-i + mOdedt 

( 1  - :rilL)(1 - (bcL)(Ht - OSt) = v¢ - moce~t + m1~e~t-1 + m0dedt - OcmOdedt 1 

~ MA(1) .  
(B.12) 

Thus, when Od = 1, H¢ - OSt N ARMA(2,  1) with autoregressive roots eVIl and 0c. 
Now suppose that a ¢ 0, so that Uct = "aIWt + Uct, with E t a  Wt = q)wWt 1. Algebra 

similar to that used above may be used to conclude that the first-order condition (B.5) 
and the decision rules (B.8) and (B.9) become 

/ 
0 = Et (bHt+l  - r]Ht + H t - t  + g ,  w W t  +gHeUct + gmdUdt), 

H t  = Z~HHt 1 + f ~ w W t  + f HcUct + f HdUdt,  

S t  = YgsHt-1 + f s w  W t  + f scuct + f Sd Udt, 

gHw ~ (g  + a2a2)I  -- b [ g  + a2a3(a3 - 1)]q~/w ~, 
al [ g  + aza3(a3 - 1)] 

"a + a l f  i-lw 
fHw ---- : rH(I  -- bZCH q)/w) -1 gHw, f S w  --  2 

al  + a2a 3 + g 

(B.13) 
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with the other parameters unchanged. It follows that when ~bd = 1 

(1 - ~ , L ) ( H t  - OSt) 

= ( f g w  -- O f s w f W t  + O(~HfSw -- Y~SfHwfWt  1 

+ (fI4c -- Ofsc)Uct + O(~gfSc  -- YgSfHc)Uct-I + (fHd -- Ofsd)edt. 

(1 - :vHL)(Ht - OSt - a'  Wt)  

= (fh'w - Ofsw - a ) ' W t  + [O(gHfsw - arsfHw) + YgHa]'Wt-1 

+ ( f i l e  -- Ofsc) Uct + O(~14fSc -- ~S fHc)  Uct t + OCHd -- Ofsd) edt  
_ _  ! 

= mow Wt + [O(~Hfsw - arsf14w) + :rHa]'Wt_l + mo~uct + ml~Uct i + modedt. 
(B.14) 

When q~w = I  and Wt = Wt 1 +ewt, it may be shown that mow + O ( : r H f S w - - : r S f ,  w)+ 
ZCHa = 0. Then (B.14) implies 

(1 x 1 4 L ) ( H t - O S t  a ' W t ) -  ' (B.15) - -- -- m o w e w t  + mocUct  + m l c U c t - 1  + mOdedt .  

Now allow ao ~ 0, as well as arbitrary autoregressive processes for Wt, Uct, and Udt. 
When a0 ~ 0, the first-order condition for St (B.2) becomes 

- g S t  + U d t  - Et[(aoAQt - baoAQt+l ) + a l Q t  - a 2 a 3 ( H t - l  - a 3 S t )  + U c t ]  = O, 

(B.16) 
where Pt = - g S t  + Udt has been used to substitute out for Pt. The solution is most 
concisely derived if one uses St = Q t -  A t t t  to remove the St from the first-order 
condition (equivalently, i f  one makes Qt and Ht rather than St and H t  the choice 
variables). After so doing, Equations (B.16) and (3.3) may be written 

Et[bAtlXt+l +AoXt  +A1Xt-1 +BoUt +BlUr+l]  = O, X t  = (Ht,  Q t f .  (B.17) 

The (2×1) vector Ut is (Udt, Uct f .  The matrices A1, Ao and Bo and B1 are (2 × 2), 
with 

(1 + b)g + a2a~ + ba2(1 - a3) 2 - ( g  + a2a23) 
Ao =- - ( g  + a2a 2) g + a~ + a2 a2 + (1 + b)ao ' 

I I°:l A1 =-- - [ g - a 2 a 3 ( 1 - a 3 ) ]  0 Bo = B1 = 0 
[ g -  a2a3(1 - a3)] --a0 1 -- ' " 

(B.18) 
Suppose that Vt ~ (uet, Udt, W~) f N AR(p)  (possibly with unit autoregressive roots), 
Et 1Vt =q)lVt  l + ' "  . + ~ p V t ~ .  (There may be many zeros in the q)i if  there is lots 
more dynamics in say Wt than in either uct or Ud¢). Note for the future that 

Ut = 10 0 ~'  1 0 V t ~ C V t .  ( B . 1 9 )  
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Guess a solution of  the form 

X t  = R Y t - l  -]- GoVt + ' . .  + Gp 1Vt~+l =- RXt_~ + G(L)Vt. (B.20) 

In Equation (B.20), the Gi are 2 × (2 + dimension o f  Wt). In Equation (A.17), use 
(B.20) led once to substitute out for EtXt+l,  and then substitute out for X t  using (B.20). 
For condition (B.17) to hold, we must have 

(bAil R2 + AoR + A l )X t - l  = 0, (B.21a) 

bA' 1 {RG(L)Vt  + [EtG(L)Vt+I]} + AoG(L)Vt  + BoCVt  + B~ CEt Vt+l = O. 
(B.Zlb) 

Equation (B.21a) requires bA'l R2 +AoR+A1 =0.  Given model parameters, and thus 
knowledge o f  A1 and A0, this equation may be used to solve for a stable matrix R. 
(The matrix equation will have multiple solutions, just as does the scalar quadratic 
Equation (B.5). Restrictions similar to those in (B. 1) will insure that there is a unique 
stable solution.) It may help to note that the solution matches the earlier one if  we 
reimpose the assumption that there are no costs o f  adjusting production. With a0 = 0, 
the second column of  A1 is zero, from which it follows that the second column o f  R is 
zero. Further, R(1, 1) ~ rl 1 = JrH, r21 = JrH + ;rs - 1 for JrH and ;rs defined in Equations 
(B.7) and (B.9). 

Whether or not a0 = 0, once R is recovered from Equation (B.21 a), Equation (B.2 lb) 
may then be used to solve for the Gi. For example, suppose that Wt and the shocks 
are first-order autoregressive, so that p = l :  q~l is block diagonal with ~bc in its 
(1, 1) element, Cd in its (2, 2) element and q~w in the block in its lower right hand 
corner. Then Equation (B.21b) implies 

bA'I (RGo + Goq~l) + AoGo + BoC + B1C ~ I  = 0, (B.22) 

which can be used to solve linearly for Go in terms o f  the model parameters and q~l. 
Return to the solution (B.20). Let R = [r/j]. Transform from a solution in (Ht,  Qt)' 

to one in (Ht,  St)'  =- Zt, using Qt = St + AHt .  The result is 

Zt = 111Zt-I + H2Zt-2 + Fo Vt + • " • + Fp 1 Vt p+l, 

rll +r12 r12 112 = -r12 0 
//1 = 1 +r22+r21 - ( r l l  +r12) r22-r12 ' - ( r 22 - r12  ) 0 ' 

lO 
Fi  = M G i ,  M = 1 1 " 

(B.23) 
Thus St 2 does not appear in the reduced form, and the first column o f / / 2  is the 
negative o f  the second column of  H~. To repeat an earlier point: if ao = 0, then 
rl2=r22 =0,  rl~ =~H,  and 1 + r 2 ~ - r l l  = ~ s .  

Finally, suppose we use Equation (B.23) to derive the autoregressive process for 
(Ht,  Ht  - OSt)', and then solve for the univariate process for Ht - OSt, using the method 
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that led to Equation (B.11). When a0 s0 ,  the relevant determinant [the analogue 
of  ] I -AL  I in Equation (B.10)] is a second-order polynomial in the lag operator. 
Specifically, for/'/1 defined in Equation (B.23), let II1 = [~/j]. Then this second order 
lag polynomial is 

1 - (Jr11 + 3g12)L + (3"gl 13"g22 -}- ,7112 --  gg213"gi2)L 2. (B.24) 

The roots to this polynomial are called ~l and :r2. Equation (B.22) may be used to 
show that the moving average component of H t -  OSt is first order when q)c = 0 and 
Od = 1. 

B.2. Computation of  E(Q 2 - S 2) 

The computation of E ( Q 2 - S  2) follows West (1988). In the stationary case, and 
ignoring deterministic terms, E(Q 2 -S] )var (AHt)=  2EStAHt = 2cov(S,  AHt) = 
2 cov[(ASt + ASt-1 + ASt 2 - t - ' '  ' ) ,  z~LIt] = 2[cov(ASt, AHt) + cov(ASt_l, AHt) +- . . ] .  
It may be shown that even in the case S~I(1):  (1) under regularity conditions, 
Y'~-o cov(ASt4, AHt) is finite and may be consistently estimated; (2) the implications 

of  the model for the sign of  E(Q 2 - S  2) are the same as those for var(Q)-var(S) 
when St (and Ht)  are I(0) [see the working paper version of West (1990b)]. Let "~j 

be an estimate of  cov(ASt_j, AHt), which we computed as ~j = T -t r ~ t  =j + 1 Ast-jAht, 
where As and Ah are residuals produced by demeaning or detrending. When St ~I(1), 
consistent nonparametric estimation of ~ 0  cov(ASt_j, AHt) involves computing 

}-~ii' ~j and letting m ~ oo as T ~ ec. In the computations in Table 4, we let the 
number of lags m be 5 for the full samples, 4 for post-1973 samples. 

B.3. Estimation of~O 

The cointegrating parameters were estimated using dynamic OLS, as advocated by 
Stock and Watson (1993). We regressed inventories on a constant and sales (with no 
deterministic trend), and included current plus up to two years (or eight quarters) 
of leads and lags of the change in sales. We successively eliminated variables with 
t-statistics less than 1.65 in absolute value. Heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation 
consistent standard errors were computed using a Bartlett kernel with two years (or 
eight quarters) of  lags. 

B. 4. Social planning derivation of  the model's first-order conditions 

The area under the inverse demand curve is just the integral of the inverse 
demand (4.1), and is given by 

fo CX~(udt - -  gXt) dXt UdtS, - (B.25) 0.5gS~. 

The area under the supply curve is equal to the cost function presented as part of  
Equation (3.1). Thus, the competitive equilibrium solution is equivalent to the solution 
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to the following social planner problem that maximizes the difference between these 
two functions: 

MaxH,s V = E,  ~_~ b j IUdt+jSt+j  - 0.5gSet+j - 
j -O 

O. 5aoAQ2±/ - O. 5al Q~+j - O. 5a2 (Ht +j-i - a3St +j)2 

-Uc t  +jQt +j] 
03.26) 

subject to the inventory  identi ty that Qt +j = St +j + A H t  +j. The first-order condi t ion  for 
inventories is identical  to the one obta ined  from the f irm-level  problem. The first-order 
condi t ion  for sales is identical  to the one obtained w h e n  the industry demand  curve  is 
subst i tuted into the firm-level first-order condi t ion  for sales. 
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